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In Memory .of. Mar~rs
_Charu

Mazumdar

AT midnight of 4th and 5th August the police captured
Comrade Saroj Dutta and 'on that very night shot him dead
secretly,
Chairman has said: ".It is not hard for one to do a bit or ..j

I
,

,. What is hard is to do good aU one's life and never do
\ hlg bad, to act consistently. in the interest of the broad
r-

\', the young people and the revolution, and to engage
arduous struggle for decades on end. That is the hardest

Comrade Saroj Dutta was such a comrac4;..
and his entire life was spent in working for the revolution.
There is no reactionary force which did not fear his pen
which was as sharp as a razor. That is why the police
force did not even dare enact the farce of a trial, they
murdered him on that night itself.
thing of all!"

Like all reactionary powers of the world the lndi'an
Government and its accomplices-.aIl the reactionary and
revisionist parties-want
to arrest the march of revolution
by resorting' to mass murders on a wide scale, In the
Cossipore-~aranagar area they unitedly entered into a
conspiracy and murdered over a hundred youths, The
police and the goondas who committed the murders were
engaged for the purpose by all those rogues who, in the name
of restoring "Law and Order", were holding' conferences with
a view to preserving this man-eating system and uniting
against the revolutionaries', Today when their mask is
falling off their face before the peoDle, when it is no longer
difficult for the people to recognise the blood-stained hand
of the murderers, they have come forward to show sympathy
for the murdered revolutionary youths to hide their devilr·y.
They executed the same conspiracy in Barasat and Uttarpara.

The orgy of murder in which they indulged i~ the Cossipore
-and Baranagar area has surpassed all preVIOUS records of
.their demoniac acts.

place smashing the fond hope of the Congress regime to finish
off the great Srikakulam struggle and the struggle of Andhra
Pradesh. On behalf of the Central Committee, I congratulate you, the staunch fighters of Andhra Pradesh, for your
superhuman effort, strong faith in the ultimate- victory of
our democratic revolution and great love for the downtrodden people, the landless and poor peasants of Andhra.
On behaIf of the Central Committee, I urge upon YOUto
rely wholly and completely
upon the landless and poor
peasants ~o alo~ can take the leadership <;Jfthe ~rian
revolution in our country and have got great traditions of
innumerable· bloody struggles.
Form smaI! squads of
landless and poor peasants, fix an area of operation for each
of the squads and rely firmly on their initiative to develop
the struggle. In this way alone guns a~d rifles can be
Comrade Saroj Dutta was a leader of the Party and he
snatched by the squads, and firmly holding the rifles we can
died a hero's death befitting a leader. His revolutionary
build and develop people's political power. Every such squad
steadfastness should serve as a model for youths. Overshould be considered as a contingent of our People's Libera,
coming all weaknesses, the youths will have to take to the
tion Army and area-wise comm'lnders should be elected
j path of revolution more resolutely and avenge these killings
from among these landless and poor peasants. Our pettyby integrating themselves with_the
workers and poor and
landless peasants.
bourgeois cadres should work as political commissars of
these units while the leadership should remain with the
-August 16, 1971
landless and poor peasant cadres. Our method is: our
quad members must train each other, commanders should
each the other members of the squads and should also be
aught by them. By this method a technique adopted in an
rea should be the common property of all the squads in
he state. Mass economic work, such as land distribution
-Charu Mazumdar
nd the seifing of the harvest, should be propagated and
ctIVIse y Revobtionary Committees at various levels and
(Following is Comrade Charu Mazumdar's letter of. cluly
e must Ny attention to the production of foo -grams etc.
T8.. 1W1, to the .Comrades of Andhra)
. nly in this way mass stJrggle of the peasantry can be ~
AFTER a 'heavy setback and loss of our brilliant cadres
nked up with armect stru[~le and the political authority {
f the Party can be established.
you are now'iecovering from the shock. Actions have taken
I have got great Tespect for you and for your revolu2
'onary potentiality, and the Indian~ situation as a whole is
In jails also they are killing revolutionary
cadres by
opening fire on prisoners or lathi-charging them. They are
thinking that in this way they will be able to ~rrest. the
progress of revolution.
In South Vietnam the DIem ch~ue
wanted to stop the onward march of revolution by carrYIng
,on killings in this manner. The result is, the str~ngth
.of the National Liberation Front has increased and.It h~s
.aefeated the AmeriCan aggressors repeatedly.
In IndIa thIS
.killing will rouse' the anger and hatred of men and a new
lndia will be built on the destruction of the murderous
:system-this is the law of history. The reactionaries will
.have to . repay in blood the blood debt that each act of
murder accumulates.

To The Staunch Fighters of
Andhra Pradesh

--=--
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becomin more exc nt ever:5'~_ay. So I am sure that yOU...•
T'l"
.
c<61e will.
wI l overcome your
weaknesses, and your stn.1s",
~velop like an avalanche in the st~
-With revolutionary greetings.

Letter To A Comrade
_Charu Mazumdar'

I have received your letter. You have raised many
question~. It is not possible to answer all of them in one
fetter. I have given a reply to the Midnapore document '*'
and an article is being published on behalf of Liberation.
I
hope these will help remove your confusion.
To us there is no contradiction between national and
international interests, since when we sp~ak of a nation we
mean the peasants, workers and other toilillg people. Their
interest is to make revolution.' That is why Chairman has
said: "With regard to the question of WOl'ldwar, there are,
but two possibilities: One is that the war will give rise torevolution and the other is that revolution will prevent the.

The slogan of national self-defence is a bourgeois
slogan: By raising it the bourgeoisie seeks to suppress the
just right of workers, peasants and petty-bourgeois toilers
to exist and tries to utilize all the resources of the nation in
its own interest. Therefore, in no way and under no
circumstances will that be our slogan. That is why our
slogan is national revolutionary war and this war can be
waged only in the form of people's war. To develop people's
war it is "necessary to make the 'peasants-the basic force of
this revolutionary war _participants
in the reY"olutionary
struggle and this can be accomplished only on the basis of
war."

This refers to the Midnapore
developments in East Pakistan.
1(1-
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document on recent

.class struggle and a class-line. So, under no circumstance,
'it is our responsibility to support the bourgeoisie. Our
responsibility is' to be united 'with that section of the bourgeoisie which desires to be united with us on the issue of
national independence. And on the question of unification'
also two things have to be remembered: (1) the Party
will have the right to conduct war independently and
·'(2) the initiative in regard to the struggle will be in the
hands of the Party. . These two conditions are indivisible
and only on the basis of these two ·conditions is it possible to
build such unity as can enthuse and inspire the broad masses
to participate in the war of national independence. / So, you
can understand that the idea they are spreading to create
.confusion in the name of the great Chinese Party is opposed
to Mao Tsetung Thought and is only a new edition of the
Wang Ming-Liu Shao-chi line 0"£ tailing after the bourgeoisie.
If a bourgeois State becomes a partner in a just war, then
-the Chinese Party and the Chinese Government will surely
support it. But this support does not mean that within the
-country the Communists will have to tail behind the bourgeoisie. At the time of World War II Chiang Kai-shek
got the support of .the Soviet Union and on the pretext' of
-that support, he and his associates repeatedly sought to have
·the Chinese ,Party tied to Chiang Kai-shek. A& Chairman
understood the need for unity, so also he realized the
necessity of independent work and initiative and did not
make compromise in any sphere. That is why, after 1945,
when communists all over the world laid emphasis on unity
with the bourgeoisie and decided to surrender arms,
Chairman Mac, even after having admitted the necessity of
unity, gave a call for taking up arms with a firm hand. That
-is why we see that after the World \Var Communists of
almost all countries took to the path of revisionism but, under
'Chairman Mao's leadership, the Chinese Communist Party
could, through a successful revolution, raise the banner
..ofMarxism- Leninism higher still and reach the stage of Mao

5

Tsetung Thought. Therefore, the revisionist path is the, ~ath of tailism and those who today are talking of support[\ mg Yahya have -taken to this path of tail ism and fallen
deep into the mire of revisionism. If you have learnt to
hate revisionism, then
you will learn to hate this·
Khruschov thesis of the nation~l bourgeoisie seizing power
through peaceful methods. EIght years ago, Chairman
Mao tore the mask off this thesis, as'a result of which there
has been a new high tide in the worldwide Communist
movement and a new horizon has opened up before the
struggle. After eight years the Khruschov thesis is being
propagated again in our country and this is being done in the
name of Chairman. This is called opposing Mao Tsetung in
the name of Mao Tsetung, opposing the Red Flag in the
name of the Red Flag, opposing revolution in the name of
revolution. In our country the CPI and the CPI-M have
directly taken the path of class collaboration; that is why
they are supporting Mu:ib. But behind their 'Leftist' mask,
the others are talking of supporting Yahya on the basis of
the same theory. Therefore, this 'Leftist' slogan of theirs.
is in reality another manifestation of revisionism.

On' The Questions of Building'
People's Army and Base Area

t

I hope you will try to understand properly what I have'
stated and you will then get the answers to your' questions.
The danger 'of getting isolated from the struggle will
~p~ear agai.n and' again in the midst of it. Therefore,.
It IS essential to take shelter in the houses of poor and
landless peasants and without this one cannot overcome'
?ne's isolation from struggle.
-July

,

23, 1971'

_Charu Mazumdar

(TMs is in reply to a writing by Asim Chatterjee and his
associates-renegades who have openly attacked the Party anti
the Party line.)

t

ON the Pakistan

question Khokan and his associates have
stuck to their old line. From this it appears that they have
read more documents of the Soviet Party than of the'
Chinese Commurtist Party. That is why they have repeatedly
and emphatically triei.. to prove that through aid receiv~
from a socialist country tbe national bourgeoisie of a semicolony can come to p;;er.
They have propagated this,
Khruschov thesis repeatedG.
In a semi-colonial country t~ national bourgeoisie is tied
. to the comprador bourJ;!eois~. First, the small and middle
~geois
take help from the compradors for .their capital;
tl ~ r) secondly, they have to purchase raw materials for their
:l,1-rO>-}industryfrom the comprador bourgeois; thirdly, they have.
.
to take help from the comprador bourgeOIs for the Improvement and expansion of their industry; fourthly, the comprador bourgeoisie is the buyer of a big portion of their
products and, taking advantage of this transaction, the comprador bourgeoisie shifts its crisis on to the shoulders of the'
small and middle bourgeois; fifthly, in opposing the working
class, they are united with the comprador bourgeois; sixthly, ,
a portion of the accumulated. profits of the small and middle
bourgeois-which
hey set apart as reserve fund-is used in
purchasing shares of the big industrial. enterprises of thecQmprador bourgeoisie. For these six reasons, the national
bourgeoisie is the weakest class. Therefore, it is impossible
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for
them
independently
implement it.

to

take

any

decision

and

In their document the charge has been made that certain
«unnecessary
conditions have been imposed" in respect of
building up of the People's Liberation
Army and that the
task of forming it has rhus been delayed.
Our People's

j

.It
I

becoming isolated from the broad, masses ~ecomes g~eate:.
That is why if bas~ areas are built in moantaInOUS regIOns, It

Liberation Army is mainly a peasant army and this army
becomes strong through the peasaf'lts' class struggle,
It is
the responsibility, of this army to make agrarian revolution
successful.

!

To make

agrarian

revolution

successful

The People:s Liberation
Army is a special kind of army,
The speciality of this army is that each of its members has
'"
<:onq,uered the fear of death and can conduct struggle on his
own initiative,
That is why it is said that victory or defeat
in a war is determined not by the rifle but by the man who
holds it, Here lies the basic difference between the imperialist army and the People's Army,
That is why even after
Magudan
!lnd Rupaskundi
we have not yet been able to
,attack the mobile enemy fqrce.
The reason is not technical,
but political.
It is certain that after the People's Liberation
Army is built many youths from among the poor and landless
peasants will want to join this army,
After they are taken
into the People's Army it will be th~ duty of the Party to
,quickly educate them politically.
To
build a base area we need first a permanent army and
{
we need a politically conscious people, It is only after the
two conditions. are fulfilled that the question of terrain
comes,
The terrain-question
has two aspects: one natural

~-
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is the responsibility of the Party to make the peasant masses
in the plains politically conscious by sending armed pro~aganda squads there and to cause disarray among the enem:es
by building more and more guerrilla units and thus resl~t

the

, le~dership of the poor. and la.ndle,ss peasants o~er the struggle
• wIll have to be establIshed mevItably,
That IS why we have
'said that in the matter of selection of commanders at every
level, emphasis will have to be laid on poor and landless
;peasants, because the class struggle in rural areas is their
~le:
If this is ~taken as a pre-condition, then this pre- '
'condition will have to be fulfilled unhesitatingly.
Not to do
this will really mean denial of class struggle ..

and the other .man-made.
It is possible to ~evelop a b~se
. th plains' the proof of that is the fact that dUrIng
'area In
e
.
the time of the anti-Japanese
war seven. such base areas
d
in
the
suburbs
of
the
city
of PekIng,
The danger
d eve 10 pe
'15'1'
f
of taking shelter in the mountains is that the pOSSII Ity 0

en em y atts.cks by guerrilla tactics.
The impo~tance of ~hIS
is very great, because if we go to the mountaInOUS re~.IOf':~
the enemy's
"encirclement
and suppression
campaIg~
becomes easy, In regard to West Bengal, to proceed to b~Ild
a base area in the moantainous
regions means abandonIng
the peasants and the broad toiling masses of West Bengal
and putting out the fire of armed struggle.
If these two tasks-the
establishment
of Revolutionary
.f Committees under
the leadership 'of the poor and landless
. peasants in rural areas and making the broad peasant, masses
participants in that struggle under the leadership of those
Revolutionary
Committees-are
performed successfully, the
problem of building base areas will be solved. It is in this
'way that base areas developed in China and in different
countries of the world.
It is my conviction that this method
will yield good results in our country also. ~or it is our
01'"

~~erience that in the middle of 1969 the call for ~uildi~g
Pe2£!e's
Liberation
Army and base area was gIven m
&ikakulam.
But this slogan did not yield good results;
~here were few guerrilla squads in the wide plain areas arid

~ as our entire strength
was
also~~ncentrate
his l'ttacl.
many losses.
That is why the People's
.I!1erely by giving tbe call for

concentrate~,
As a result,

the enemy could
we had to sufrer

Liberation
Army is not formed
it, Base a,reas are not developd
9

merely by giving the call for developing them. The People's:.
LiberatlOn Army wili become strong and base areas will be
established only when, through Revolutionary Committees, ..
the political. consciousness of the broad peasan t masses is
raised and they are enthused to participate in armed struggle.
That is why Chairman has said:
"What is a true' bastion of iron?

-Charu

It is the masses, tl:.e

miHions upon millions of people who genuinely and sincerely
support the revolution.
That is the real iron bastion which it
is impossible, and absolutely

To Comrades

impossible,

for' any force on'

earth to smash. The counter-revolution
caDnot smash us ;
on the contrary, we shall smash it. Rallying miHioDS upon.
millions of people round the revolutionary government and
expanding our revolutionary war, we shall wipe out all
counter-revolution and take over the whole of China."

The permanence of base areas depends
the people, Chairman has said :

OR

the arming of

"Considering the revolutionary
war as a whole, the'
operations of the people's guerrillas ano those of the main
forces of the Red Army complement each other like a man's
right arm and left arm, and if we had only the main forces,
of the Red Army without the p~ople's guerrillas, we would be
like a warrior with only one arm. In concrete terms, and
especially with regard to military operations, when we talk of'
the people in the base area as a factor,. We mean that we have
an armed people. That is the main reason why the enemy is,
afraid to approach Our base area."

-August

WITHIN the Party' there exists the struggle between
two lines and this will exist in future also. When we speak
of two lines, we mean that one is correct and the other
incorrect. In our country
the incorrect
line means
revisionism which, in o~ era, is a reactionary ideology,
ThrOl.:gh this struggle the Party worker and the common
man will learn to understand which line is correct and
which is incorrect,
Therefore,
the Party's strength and'
striking power will increase cnly if we direct this struggle
in a principled manner, To understand today's world and
to understand which is the correct line it is necessary for
comrades to specially study Vice-Chairman Lin Piao's
"Long Live the Victory of People's War" and his Report to
the Ninth National Congress of the great Communist Party
of China, It is in these two writings that the answers to
the questions raised today are to be found. And, it is only
by studying these two writings earnestly and diligently that
we shall understand clearly which is correct and which is
incorrect, Therefore, I specially appeal to the comrades to'
carrYon a conscious effort to make a living study and'
application of these two writin~s.

19,.1971:
-August
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•
To the Comrades of Birbhum
_CharD MazDmdar

As

there are victories In struggle, so there are defeats.
Just as struggle advances by leaps, so it has to experience setbacks also. The path of stru~gle is not straight but very
tortuou~. Only the revolutionary Communist Party-the
Party
capable of applying Mao Tsetung Thcught and
adopting the correct style of work--can correctly conduct
struggle in the midst of this complexity.. Your struggle has
}reached a sta e when it is bou, to tak
ea: now IS t 'e
r tlme w en it is very necessary to strengthen the Party
-organization. If the Party organization is to be strengthened, the struggle between the two lines within the Party
will have to be conducted in a principled manner. Even if
-such questions have not ari~en in your area, all the issues
concerning the struggle between the tW0 lines within the
Pa!'tv v.-ill have to be discusse:l in details at all levels of the
Party and even by the guerrilla sluads and supporter,s in
general.
The four principles of guerrilla struggle '*' enunciated by
Chairman should be discussed at all levels.
*'The four principles of guerrilla struggle enunciated by
Chairman'
"'Divide our forces to arouse the masses, concentrate our
forces to deal with the enemy . ''' .
"'The enemy advances, we retreat; the enemy camps, we
harass; the enemy tires, we attack; the enemy retreats,
we p-.lrs~e.'"
" 'To extend stable base areas, employ the policy of
advancing in waves; when p:usued by a power.ful enemy,
.employ the policy of circling around.'''
"'Arouse the largest numbers of the masses in the
shortest possible time and by the best possible methods.'''
"'These tactics are just like castin~ a net; at any moment
we should be able to cast it or draw it in. We cast it wide
to win over the masses and draw it in to deal with the
:.enemy.'''
(Chairman Mao, "A Single Sp:nk Can Start A Prairie
'Fire")

are-:-~----------
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The guerrilla commanders must be made alert. Attention.
must always be paid to increasing the initiative of the
guerrilla squads of poor and landless peasants and to the::
initiative of the commanders elected from among them.
Our intellectual comrades will have to study Chairman's
MiLtary Writings.
-In
your area the attempt at "encirclement and
suppression" by the military has failed in the initial stage ..
Now everything depends on whether we are able to
take the Inltlatlve. Birbhum has become an object of
terror to the ruling classes. I hope you will win still more
victories.
-September

10, 1971.
\

Appeal To Fri'ends
WHO HAVE COME FROM EAST BENGAL
-CharD

Mazumdar'

FRIENDS who have come from East. Bengaly.
Imperialism and domestic reaction have jointly destroyed
your peaceful way of life. Peace will not be restored as long
as the rE;actionaries ani in power. The Indian Government
is seeking foreign aid by exhibiting you and is turning you
into beggars. This state of affairs is unbearable. Whet~
you continue to stay here or return to East Bengal, you will
have to carryon struggle. You will not get back a dignified
way of life without waging struggle for establishing your
rights as men. Today, in East Bengal alsoy a revolutionary
Party-the
East Pakistan Communist Party (MarxistLeninist)-has been formed. They have also taken to the:
13
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path of armed struggle. You should join hands with them
and help make their struggle powerful.
Those of you who
want to stay on here should break the barrier created by the
Indian Government to isolate you from the revolutionary
struggle in West Bengal and should participate in the
struggle as partners in the democratic revolution in West
-Bengal. There is no other way. That this is possible has
been shown by the people of Vietnam.
The 14 million
toiling people of South Vietnam have repeatedly defeated
U.S. imperialism, the most powerful of all the imperialist
-powers of the world. We--the
people of the two Bengalsare more than 110 million. There is no reason why we should
not be able to defeat the reactionaries of our countries, to
-put an end to our humiliation, to· fight and win dignity as
men. You are not helpless. Both the common men of East
Bengal and the common men of West Bengal are on your
side. If you wage struggles, this support will take the ·form
of co-operation on a vast scale. The reactionaries of both
the countries~-are weak. They are not, therefore, capable of
suppressing this revolt of ours. All their edifices will break
into pieces like a house of cards. As a golden Bengal will
be buil t by the poor men. of East Bengal, so also a golde.n
Bengal will emerge through the efforts of the poor men of
West Bengal. So, keeping that bright future in view ,
;prepare for struggle today.
-September

/
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Strengthen The Party
Organization
-Charu Mazumdar

OUR
struggle is now entrenching itsself deep among the
'working class and the poor and landless peasants. We must
now make our Party organization stronger and rid it of
' defects. In a secret party the isolation of the higher
committee from the general body df Party members and units
occurs at all times. As a result of this, the higher committee
develops a bureaucratic outlook. ~ trend to run the Part~
..organization through orders, directives, mandates, etc. grows.>
-All these are sins inherited from the old Party. We do n;t
get anything done through directives.
All our activities'
;should be conducted on the basis of ..disc~~ns with lower
units and by convincing them or their signifu;nce.
There10re, It IS the responsIbility of the higher unit always to
.carry Londiscussions wIth lower UnIts and to obtain thei;
-- -:---:'--:-----o-----..:---=.:::-~-=.:::.:::::::_=.::.~
views. It is in this way that the Party can increase its
~~acity for doing revolutionary
work and the unity of the
Party is strengthened.
Chairman Mao has taught. us that
every con:munist must fight against conceit and arrogance,
for conceIt and arrogance destroy all communist virtues.
We have united for maki ng a revolution.
That is why
our relation should be one of mutual respect and Co-operation. Each of us must study deeply the chapter entitled
. '''Communists'' in "Quotations From Chairman Mao Tsetung"
and try to be a good Communist. It is then that the unity of
our Party will be as strong as steel. The lower units should
be helped to criticize higher units and the opinion of lower
units should be taken at all levels. The struggle between
-the two lines exists within the Party and it will always
:be so. That struggle must be conducted In a principled

1
I~

I
I
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manner. It is in this way that the centralism of the Party
will be strengthened. Party members must have the full
democratic right of giving their opinions and making
CrItIcIsm. In many cases the Party members have complaints against Party functionaries. They should be given_
the full right to voice and discuss ,these complaints. It is
then that the Party's functionaries will be able to rectify

\
.~
~
J

their weaknesses.
AJ; the struggle advances, the importance of political
wo~k also increases. One trend of thinking is that there has
been enough .of political wo¥ and that 'military work is now
the main task. This has been stated·clearly in the document
submitted by Khokan and his associates. This deviation
cannot take the struggle forward: it weakens the forces of
the struggle. Our People's Liberation Army will be able to
achieve success' only when the number of guerrilla units in
the villages increases through political work. There is no
way of building guerrilla units except through political
propaganda. Political work must be given priority at every
tage of 'the class struggle. This is Chairman's teaching.
-October

4"197L
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repeatedIy be subjected to the influence of the ruling ciasses.
There are ups and downs in struggle. Threrefore, various
5Qf."ts
of confusion arise when the struggle suffers a setback.
All such confusion may be ,gt;eater among comrades in towns.
That is why the comrades who will live'in towns must give
greater emphasis to politics. They must steadfastly work
among the working class and the poorer classes Jind mu~t
~ peatedrytry to form - Party units by pr;;p'agating ~r
tlcs among them.. Our obj~ct is to form Party units
among the working C'bsi an~.o help develop Partyorg;
~
from among workers. Of course, we shail alw~ys
-:::::::.":--?
wpport the workers and co-operate with them in their
, .st~uggles. If there are a large number of politically-conscious
I Party units, the working class will, on its own, conduct
. many struggles. Thus the Party's task is to form more and
'more units among the working class and to raise the
hvorkers' political consciousness. The influence ~f revisionism on the working class is still great. It is our task to
free the workmg class tram' that· mfluebce. The working
c~ is ceaselessly conducting struggles, big and small. Our
political work among them will help them in those struggles
and draw the broad sections of the working class into the
fold of our politics. The class-:conscious worker will then
voluntarily go to the. villages and participate in the peasants'
armed struggle. It is in t4is way that the firm unity
between the workers and the peasants will be established.

I

A NOTE ON

-November

Party's Work in Urban Areas
_Charu Mazumdar

WE cannot occupy Calcutta and the different town$
right' now and that is not also possible. Therefore, the
~mbers
who are in the urban areas cannot directly
participate in the struggle for seizure of power. But they'
have to live in urban surroundings. As a result; they wilL

17
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18, 1971

A NOTE ON

Down with the Indo-Soviet
Military Pact

Party's Work in Rural Areas
_Charu Mazumdar

_Charu Mazumdar

THE movement for seIzmg crops is a mass movement.
This is the first time that we are leading a mass movement
smc~ we started our arme strug~e. - The aIm of this movement is to make even the backward peasants participants
in our struggle. Without conducting this mass movement
we can in no way realize our objective--t~e
obj~cti~e
. of making every peasant a fighter. OtherwIse, thIS a11\ embracing character of People's War can in. no way be
attained.
This movement will be directed against the class enemy,
i.e., the iotedar class. It will also be conducted against
such rich peasants as may be actively co-operating with the
police. All other classes are our allies in this struggle.
The Party will conduct this struggle through Revolutionary Committees. It is in this way that the Revolutionary Committees will- be established as the new State
power. The guerrilla squads will always help Revolutionary
Committees.
If the Party is to discharge this responsibility the Party
cadres will have to be m~ch more conscious politically,
Efforts must always be made to raise the political consci~us\ ness of Party cadres. The Party cadres and the guernllas
must study the Three Main Rules of Discipline and the
' Eight Points for Attention. They must try to observe them
to the very letter.
-November 18, 1971

I
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THE Indian Government has entered into a military pact
"With Soviet social-imperialism. As a result, India has been
-turned into a satellite state of the Soviet social-imperialists.
In collusion with the Soviet Union, the Indian Government
has attacked Pakistan, occupied East Pakistan and turned it
into a neo-colony. As a result, the Soviet Union and India
have been isolated from all the progressive forces of the
world. Today, the ruling class is trying its best to create
an atmosphere of chauvinism in India. All the parties in
India are co-operating towards this ~nd. The Soviet-Indian
alliance has turned out to be the main enemy of the people
lof E~st Bengal. It is against the same enemy that the
struggle in East Bengal and the struggle in India will be
directed. As soon as the Indian Government has assumed
this aggressive character, it is imposing fresh burdens on the
.Indian masses. It has enforced the notorious D. L Rules to
destroy all opposition. Today, it cannot stand opposition
of any kind. But the people of India will not passively
accept this burden imposed o~ them. Resistance is sure to
grow. Militarily, the Indian government is also sure to
put pressure on other neighbouring countries. For this
is the nature of chauvinism. The burden of exploitation
will increase and a few people will reap the benefitssuch a state of affairs cannot continue for long in today's
revolutionary situation. The broad masses of the people
will be on our side in this struggle. In India and in East
Bengal there are revolutionary
Parties. Therefore, the
struggle is bound to enter a new phase. Temporarily, we

t
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may have to retreat in some places. But if the Party is
there, the struggle will' inevitably attain a higher phase.
Our task is. to intensify further the revolutionary struggle
conducted by our Party comrades and to widely propagate
this politi~s. Today, our comrades must go ahead firmly
with this conviction that as a whole' the .~itu!ltion is such
that a revolutionary upsurge is bound to come.
-December 20, 197L

--party writer, Yudin, 'while CrItICIZing Nehru's, Basic
. Approach, said that Nehru had· not till then been able to
~lve the peasant problem. He challenged Nehru to show,
im practice, how this problem could be~solvedin a peaceful
way and added that 'Nehru would fail to do so. History has
-proved that, far from"solving this problem, Nehru was not
able even to bring about an iota of change..
"After the twentieth congress of the Soviet party, the
door to revisionism was opened wide and, as a result the
·Soviet'"State has been transfor~e1 from a Socialist State
into a 'capitalist State. By ;making the theory of peaceful
transition to socialism-adopted at that twentieth congress
-their
basic guiding 'principl~, the revisionists of our
country are shouting loudly that the peasints' struggle for
-land is a struggle for realization of economic demands and
..
~tha~ it- is adv,,:nturism to talk of the State machinery.
:lWhat strange similarity between the words of Dmge and
. Basavapunnia !
P

Long Live ,The Heroic
Peasants of Naxalbari !
_Charu

Mazumdar'

THE social system that exists in India is semi-feudal and.
semi-colonial. So the democratic revolution in this country
means agrarian revolution. All the problems of India are
related to this one task. On this question of agrarian revo-'
lution there has bee~ difference of opinion in Marxist circles
from the beginning of this century. and among Marxists the
struggle between the two policies-the. one revolutionary
and the
other counter-revolutionary-continues.
The
Mensheviks side-tracked the question of State power and
searched for a solution in municipalization. Lenin declared
a crusade against it and said that it was not possible to solve
the problem ·by side-tracking the question of State power.
He~oshowedthat however progressive the legislation framed
by
one might. be the present'
State structure could0'~ot
•
I
..
Implement it. The condition of the peasant will remain the
same. That was why he said that only the democratic Stateof workers and peasants, led by the working class, could
-f solve this problem. Only the other day even the Soviet
t
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What strange co-operation between Biswanath Mukhedi
and Huekrishna Konar! This is not accidental since its
r
.
,
',source ISone and that is the Menshevik counter-revolutionary ideology. That is why the cunning rulers of the
Soviet State have repeatedly dedare:! that it is only by usin<S
'. fert.il~zers,·improvedlseeds and agricultural implements tha;
IndIa s food problem can be solved. It is ·in this manner
that they are coming forward to save India's reactionary
f ruling cli~ue; they are concealing from the masses the basic
\ and effec;Ive way of solving Iniia's fooi, unemployment,
.poverty· and other problems. This is because the Soviet
, ~tat.~is tollY collaborating with ~British-American impzrialIstsand h'ls been turnd
into a State which explL'ts the
··mass"s
f
1.1'
W'
h
h
. bourgeOISIe
. . the.
~ o. Cl'.lIa.
It t e he1p of the natIve
rSoviet Union is also trying to in'lest capital in our 'country
In the sphere of,trade ani commerce with our country it ha~
orne to enjoy special facilities. That is why the arguments

t
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of the reactionary ruling clique are pouring out from themouths of its ~poke8men in a continuous flow and at an
uninterrupted
speed. That is why, as a collaborator of
Britain and the U.S.A., the Soviet State also is our enemyand it is by taking shelter under their wings that the
reactionary Government of India weighs like a corpse upOn
the shoulders of the masses. But even then Naxalbari has
been created and hundreds of Naxalbaris are smouldering.
This is because on the soil of India the revolutionary
. peasantry is heir to the heroic revolutionary peasants of
great Tel~ngana. The then Party leadership betrayed the
heroic peasant struggle of Telangana and it did so by using
the name of great. Stalin. Many of thoSe who are occupying
the positions of Party leaders today were a party to the'
act of betrayal on that day I On bent knees, we will have'
to take lessons from those heroes of Telangana, not only to .
have strength to carry the red banner of revolt but also to
have faith in the international revolutionary authority.
What boundless respect they had for the international
leadership-the
name of Stalin made them place their lives
fearlessly at the disposal of the reactionary government of
India. In all ages and at all times this revolutionary loyalty,
is necessary for organizing revolutions: We must learn
from the experience of the heroes of Telangana:we must
take
the mask' off the face of those who oppose'
Marxism- Leninism by using the name of Stalin. We w~U
have to snatch from their hands the Red Flag dyed with the'
blood of hundreds of workers and peasants, The traitors
have, by touchin~ that Flag with their hands, stained it.

I
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on it like a ble,ssing. When Naxalbari receives congratula~
tions from the heroes in the rubber plantations of Malaya
who have been engaged in struggle for 20 years, when
congratulations are sent by Japanese comrades whq have
been fighting against the revisionist leadership of their own
Party, when suc.h co'ngratulations come from the Austra~
han revolutiomiries, when the comrades of the armed forces
ot great China send their greetings, we feel the significance
ot that immortal call, "Workers of the World, Unite", we
bave a feeling of oneness and our conviction becomes more
strong and firm that we have our dear relations in all lanfIs.
Naxalbari has not died and it will never die.
(First published in Bengali
De$ham-ati,)
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revolutionary
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the 1967 Autumn

QUaT ATIO~ FROM CHAIRMAN

,

Naxalbari lives and will live. This is because it is based
on invincible Marxism- Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
We know that as we move forward we shall face many
obstacles, many difficulties, many acts of betrayal and there
will be many setbacks. But Naxalbari will not die because'
the bright sunlight of Chairman Mao's Thought has fallefL

lU

period of struggle
.
Soviet revisionism has begun.

against
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U.S.

A new

imperialism

and

NOTES
SMASH

THE AGGRESSIVE •.COUNTER-

REVOLUTIONARY
MILITARY

INDO-SOVIET
ALLIANCE

ON

August 9, 1971, the reactionary Indian government
turned India openly into a satellite State of the new tsa:rs
of the Soviet Union, by entering into a military pact with
them, which they named "Indo-SovietFri~ndship Treaty."
On that day India was formally chained to the war-chanot
of the Soviet social-imperialists. On that day, the IndoS!Jviet military alliance emerged a~ one of the chief enemies
of the people of India and Asia.
In the S~viet Union restoration of capitalism, overthrow
of the dictatorship of the proletariat and oppression of the
:working class apdother
toiling people began with the
capture of leadership of the CPSU(B) and seizure' of state
power by the revisionist renegade clique headed by
Khruschov. In the miIll;e of defending world peace they
joined hands with the U.S. imperialist bandits, tbe moot
ferocious enemies of mankind, to plunder and dominate the
world. They peddled the revisionist theories of "pea c.efuI
co-existence", "peaceful competition" and "peaceful transition
to socialism" in o~der to.collaborate with the U.S. imperialists and the reactionaries of different countries to put out
the flames of national liberation wars and to establish their
own neo-colonial rule. They-succeeded in making most of
the countries of East Europe their neo-colonies and the
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America became targets
of their social-imperialist designs. In the name o£ providing
economic "aid" they have been plundering India since 1955.
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'F.rom that very year they began to extol the arch reactionary Nehru's "Socialism" and "policy of neutrality" and
tried, together with Nehru, to hoodwink and suppress the
Indian revolutionaries.
From the very beginning the clique. of Soviet revisionist
traitors took China to be their main enemy. Chester
Bowles, former U.~. ambassador to India, writes in Foreign
Affairs of JulYj.1971 : "Although the outside world had no
dear indication of the growing differences between China
and Rus\iia until a few years later, the possibility of a split
must have been apparent to the Soviet leaders by the mid1950s." . He adds: "In February 1957, shortly before the
~t-Chinese
break became evident, I had a lengthy dis./ cussion with Nikita Khruschov in Moscow, most of which
·centred on India and China. When I remarked that both
the Soviet Union and the U.S. might ultimately face a
common problem in regard to China, he did not disagree."
This shrewd representative of the U.S. ruling circles
remarkS: "The motivatio~ of the U.S.S.R. in assistin India
~ since ~
ml Os been primarily based on the Sovi~t
~timation of India's geopolitical importance as' a parti;!
balance to the political influence and potential military
'weight of China." As the ideological and political struggle
7»f t~e SOVIet revisionists with Chairman Mao and the
Communist Party of China grew bitter, this reVISIOnist
renegade clique tried, in collusion with the U.S. imperialists,
to build up India as the main ba~e of their aggression in
South and South-east: Asia against China and the world
revolution and began to provide military "aid" to the Indian
reactionaries. They encour&ged the Indian reactionaries to
intrude into~and attack the Tibet region of China by giving
them economic, political and military "aid." But the result
proved all their calculations wrong. Not only did the Indian
'reactionaries, who enjoyed the overt support of the U.S.
:imperialists and the covert support of the Soviet revisionists,

I
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suffer shameful defeat in the battle-field. But the world~
wide struggle against revisionism was led by Chairman Mao
and from then on the unmasking and isolation of the reVisionists all over the world began. Fighting and defeating
revisionism, revolutionary Marxist-Leninist Parties emerged
in different countries of the world. In our country also•..
Comrade Charu Mazumdar issued the call for anti-revisionist struggle and raised the banner of Mao Tsetung
Thought. As a result, the historic peasant struggle of..
Naxalbari under the leadership of Comrade Charu Mazumdar ushered in a new era in the history of our great countr ..y
and our Party was founded.

• III

But the nature of the imperialists, the social-imperialists
and the reactionaries never changes. Since 1962, the Soviet
s<x:ial-imperialists have beez:t providing immense quantities
of military hardware to the Indian reactionaries. Today
t~e Indian army is armed chiefly with Soviet weapons, the
Indian navy and the Indian air force are built mostly with
Soviet warships and Soviet planes. At the same time the
Soviet social-imperialists have been fleecing India. In the
name. of helping the "State sector" they have helped the
Indian reactionaries to pile up huge bureaucratic capital..
Steel and other products of the "State sector", manufactured.
by explcitingcheap
Indian labour and raw materials, are
taken aw~y by them at prices below the cost of production.
In 1967-68, Rs. 53 crores were squeezed out of the Indian
people only to pay interest on the loan~ advanced by them.
Th~y are also plundering this country in the name of
carrying on trade. They sell their goods at exorbitant prices
--sometimes twice as much as the international price and
buy raw materials and other goods from India at prices
much lower than the international prices. In 1955-56 the
total Indo-Soviet trade amounted to Rs. 9 crore and 40 lac
(Rs. 94 million) while in 1969-70 it increased to Rs. 374 crore .
(Rs. 3740 million). The Soviet Union is India's second biggest::.. .
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trading partner-second
only to the U.S.A,. The Soviet·
~iaHmperia1ists
hope that a new horizon of IndcrSoviet
trade will open in the corning years. An article by
Mikhailov in the journal "Soviet Union" states that during
her last visit to Mosc~w Indira Gandhi discussed with the
Soviet social-imperialists the question of drawing up a longterm pr'ogramme (of 10-15 years) of extensive economic
"co-operation" between the Soviet Union and lndia. Already
the Soviet social-imperialists control important sectors of
Indian economy. Much· emphasis has been put on this
./' economic aspect in the Indo-Soviet treaty .. Article VI says :
"Attaching great importance to economic, scientific and
technological co-operation between them, the high contracting parties will continue to consolidate and expand mutually
advantageous and comprehensive co-operation in these fields
as well as eJ\:pand trade, transport and' communications
between them on the basis of the principles of equality,
mutual benefit and most favoured nation treatment .. ·."
S~me time ..•ago Kosvl!in came to India and proposed to
i.nte~rate the Indian economy with the· Soviet Five-Year
~an~t that is, ta control Indian economy in the interest of
the social-imperialists.
Nikolai Mirotvortsyev, Deputy
•• Chairman of the Gosplan, visited India last April with the
same purpose. The reactionary Indira government hassold away to the Soviet social-imperialists the interests of
our country far the sake of its own class-interests. They
are all trying ta shift the burden of their deep crisis on the
people of our country.
Today, the Soviet social-imperialists have completed
much of their preparation to use our country as a base
against the Indian revolution, against the people of South
and South-east Asia, especially against Socialist China.
These merchants of death have not only sold a huge quantity
of weaPons, Mig. planes, helicopters and warships; their
navy is not only using Indian po~ts like Visakhapatnam and-
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, - trying to exercise control in the Indian Ocean; but they
are also trying to use the Indian soil and the Indian resources
and the Indian people for waging a counter-revolutionary
war. Three of the articles in this so-called "Friendship"
treaty are about military affairs. Article IX states: "In
- the event of either party being subjected to an attack or a
threat thereof, the high contracting parties shall immediately
enter into mutual consultations in order to remove such
threat and to take appropriate -effective measures to ensure
peace and security of their countries." This conclusively
proves that this trea'ty is actually a military pact. ,Subse. quent events also have borne evidence to this. On December
4, T. N. Kau1 told press corresp:mdents that India had
invoked this article of the treaty and that for weeks serious
,discussions had been going on in New Dc:lhi,Moscow and the
U. N, between the governments of India and the Soviet
Union, Actually', India had ~arried on a 'policy of naked
interference and intervention in the internal affairs of·
Pakistan, caused systematjc harassment and sabotage in E'lst
Pakistan for long eight months and then attacked Pakistan
on November 21. According to Kaul's admission, this treaty
was used for mlking war-prepuatiom
ag'linst Pakistan.
Today this aggressive military alliance is a memce not only
to Pakistan but to all countries neighbouring India.
What is the m'lin object of the Indo-Soviet military
pact? The object is to establish control over the countries
of South and South-east Asia, to suppress revolutionary
struggles of the people in India and neighbouring countries,
and to use In:!ia's Ian:!, water and air splce and innumerable
Indians (as cannon-fodder) in an aggressive, counter-revo1u. tionary war against Chin'l, if the new tnrs of tbe Soviet
Union dare to launcb it. The very first article of tbis
treaty sows the seeds 0 f war. "E ach party ",jaccor
•
d'mg to
. this article, "sball respect tbe independence, sovereignty and
- territorial integrity of tbe otber p.uty .. ·." It is quite well
known that botb the governments have refused to settle the
boundary dfsputes with China, In ~be past tbe -Russian

y
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tsars and the British imperialists took advantage of China'sweakness and occupied vast areas of China. The new tsars
ot Russia have grabbed still more areas besicks·th~se ; and
ilie Indian expansionists, heirs to the British imperialists,
have occupied certain areas of Tibet and have laid claims to
~ore
areas. Already in the past the Indian reactionaries
and the Soviet social-imperialists attack,ed China on t.he
pretext of fighting for these spurious 'claims. If the Soviet
5Ocial-imperialists launch a war of aggression against China,
the citadel of world revolution, on the plea of '''respecting''
"territorial integrity", the articles of this treaty will be
invoked to drag the Inoian people into that anti-China war.
. As the new tsars of the Soviet-Union are trying to make
the Indian economy an appendage to their own economy, so
they are making the Indian army, the Indian navy an'd the
Indian air force appendages to their own war machinery.
Immediately before and after the conclusion of this military
pact, representatives of the ruling classes of the two
countries paid frequent visits to each other and held discussions. Besides Gromyko, Podgorny, Kuznetsov etc.,
Nikolai Firyubin and the Soviet Air Marshal P.S. Koutakhov
and several top-ranking military officers of the Sov.ietUnion
came to this country. Firyubin is, not only Soviet deputy
foreign minister but also secretary-general of the Warsaw
Pact military organization. He came not to discuss and
determine policies with his counterparts here but to hold
discussions with the officials of the India government and to
give them necessary instructions. This pact is a new pact
of the Indian people's sla.,very. This pact has reduced India
into a satellite State of the Soviet social-imperialists. This
'"Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Co-operation" is in essence
a treaty of friendship and co-operation between the Soviet
social-imperialists and their stooges, the Indian. reactionari~,
for waging war against the people of the whole ,world,
especially the people of India, South Asia and China.
Through this' has been forged ,a counter-revolutionary,
aggressive military alliance.
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In his historic Statement of May 20, Chairman Mao
said: "The Nixon government is beset with troubles internally
and externally, with utter chaos at home and extreme
isolation abroad ... U.S. imperialism, which looks like a huge
monster; is in essence a paper tiger, now in the throes of its
death.bed struggle." Every word of what Chairman Mao
said has come true. Today U.S. imperialism is being pounded
by the blows of the world's peoples, especia)ly the three
Indo-Chinese peoples. Military defeats, one after another,
have accentuated its econQmic crisis more and more and
have forced it to retreat to some extent. That is why the
British P;ime Minister sarcastically' called it "the sick man .
of the world." In order t~ keep the people under subjection
, it has revived Japanese militarism and made it its accomplice
in East and South-east Asia. In return, it had to make
many concessions to the Japanese reactionaries. SimiJarly,
the ~ain responsibility of suppressing revolution in countries
like India and Pakistan in South Asia has fallen on the
shoulders' of the Soviet social-imperialists. That is why the
~".stooges of U.S. imperialism in this country did not raIse any
uproar ~ver this treaty, they have rather welcomed ~. In the
above-mentioned artIcle m }'oreign J!..ffairs, Chester' Bowles
rites: "The U.S.S.R. is seeking to 'contain' what it believes
to be an expansionist-minded China-much
as we have been
trying to do-by associating whatever Asian nations can be
persuaded to co-operate in a loose ,politica~ organiz~tion
under its leadership. When askeq, What IS ~he baSISof
Soviet foreign policy in A~ia.t a Soviet officIal ~ec~ntb;.
replied with an eye to AmerIca s, ~~ll-back from A~Ia,. We
simply occupy the empty ~eats.
Th~ new RussIan tsars
are following the same polIcy of aggresslOl} and wa<r}s ~he
U. S. imperialists. This was the purpose of the
AsIan
Collective Security ystem pro
rez n v a u
St r:,e~arsh~go.
y re ucmg n Ia to~ay .into their sateltite
ta e t ey ave led the Indian expanSlOnlststo .occupy East
Bengal and swooped upon it like. vultures In order to
pluhde~ it. At the same' time they' v.:ant to turn ~st
, Bengal into their military base against ChIna and revolutIOn.
,
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Today, the revisionist chieft~ins like Dange, S~ndarayya,
Gopalan and Jyoti Bose, are playmg the same ~espIcable role
-that they and Ajoy. Ghosh p~ayed at the tIIQe when .the
Indian expansionists mtruded mto and. ~tt~cked. the TIbet
region of China. Then both the reV~SlOnlS~
clIques. ~ere
betrayed class interests as well as natIOnal mterests m the
name of "national defence", rallied behind the reactioNtry
ruling classes" trampled underfoot proletarian
internationalism and opposed Socialist China. Today also, these
running dogs of the Soviet social-imperialists and the Indian
reactionaries' are singing praises of the Indo-Soviet military
pact and makin,g vile attacks against China.
Chairman Mao said: "Working hand in glove, Sovid
revisionism and U.S. imperialism have done so many foul and
.·evil things that the revolutionary. people the world over will
Dot let them gEt unpunished. The people of all countries are
rising. A new historical period of struggle against U. S.
imperialism and Soviet revisionism has begun." What these
enemies of the world's people are expecting shall never
c0ID;eto pass.. Their contradictio'n with. the. -!llassesof the
Indian peopl/1fwill grow still more acute; the contention
between t~e Soviet social-imperialists and the U.S. and
other imperialists over East Bengal, despite colhision, will
be more bitter. It is not correct to think that all the
~nemies are the same and that they are one monolithIc bloc.
There is indeed collusion between them but there are also
sharp contradictions and contentions. These contradictions
are irreconcilable: U.S. imperialism and Soviet sociai-imperialism are colluding with each other with a view to
suppressing the people's revolutionary struggles and encircling China; on the other hand, driven by their urge to
satisfy their imperialist interests, they are engaged in bitter
struggles with each other. . The flames of anger of the
peoples of the Soviet Union imd other countries will reduce
into ashes the Soviet social-imperialists and their dreams of
dominating the world jointly with the U.S. imperialists.
.However loud may be the bluster of the Indian r'eactiona.ries,
-they and their masters will soon be swept away by the
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,approaching storm of rev lution of the people of India and
East Bengal.
Workers, peasants and other toiling people of India,
1
The reactionary Congress government has intensified its
oppression on you. During the last" ye~r alone it has
imposed fresh taxes of more than Rs. 400 crore and 'exploited "
you more brutally than before by resorting to heavy
deficit financing. They have declared "National emergency"
and have been carrying on a savage policy of repression.
They have been killing revolutionary peasants, workers and
youths-even within prisons. Backed by the Soviet social:..·
imperialists, these enemies of the" Indian people have occupied East Bengal and have, like vultures, swooped upon it.
We must unite with the revclutionar y people of East
Bengal and hit hard at these common enemies; we must deal
aethf" blows ·at the Indo-Soviet counter-revolutionary,
"aggressive military alliance. We must quicken the pace of
armed agrarian revolution and smash the war-plot of these
enemies of mankind against China, and bring nearer the-day
'of the liberation of India and the liberation of the world.
Comrade Charu Mazl1mdar said: "For some time U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism have be.en ma~ing
elaborate preparations to launch a war of aggressIOn agaInst
China, the land of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu-i:ion. And together with all other reactionaries of the world.
India's reactionary ruling clique and Japanese mi1~ta:rismare
working hand in glove with .them to carry o~t this task."
Comrade Charu Mazumdar ISSUed~he <:all: Today your
struggle is not a mere national struggle of the Indian people,
you are among the advanced contingents fighting for mankind's world-wide advance. Perhaps never before in the
worHs history the internationalist task had so merged with
the natIOnal task as now. The world-wide revolutionary

l
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stl uggle under the leadership of. Chairman Mao have -today
reached a confluence,of great unity. We are their partner
. and comrade-in-arms. So we have not a single moment to
waste. March itPead with all your strength. Victory wilt
cert~inly be ours. A liberated India in a liber~ted world is:
loomIng large in the horizon.
March on WIth all your
strength to usber in tbat sacred day."
(NOTES continued on page 129)
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Commemorate tbe 50th Anniversary
of The Communist Party of China
BY THE EDITORIAL
OF DEPARTMENTS
~RENMIN RIBAO,"
"HONGQI"
a.nd

"JIEFANGJUN

OF

BAO"

FULLY
50 years have el>apsed iiince the Communist Party
of China held its First National Congress in Shanghai on
Jllly I, 1921.
The birth of the Communist Party of Chinl\ ushered in a
new epoch in the development of Chinese history.
For more
than

70 years

from

t~e

Opium War of 1840 to the May 4th

Movement of 1919, the long-suffering Chinelle people had waged
heroic struggles to re~i8t oppr~s8ion by imperialism and feudalism. But all these struggles, including the large-sc'\le revolutionary movements led by Hung Hsiu-chuan and Sun Yat.sen,
had failed.
Let us thank the great Lenin-the
1917 Russian
October Socialist Revolution
Jed by him brought the. Chinese
people Marxilm-Leninism.
The integrat,ion
of Marxism"Leninism witq the Chinese revolutionary movement gave birth
to the Communist Party of China, the vanguard of the Chinese
proletariat.

As Chairman

Mao Sll.id, "In China, the Commu-

nist Party was born, an epoch-making event."
At the time of the founding of the Chinelle CommunJ"~
Party there were only a few dozen members orgll.nized in a
few communist groups.
But they represented I\. new force,
and new forces are always invincible by nature.
Nothing could

.

wIpe

on

t the
,

Chimse

Communist

Party,

.'

New China with its first steps on the road of prosperity.
The 50-year history of the Chinese Communist Party proves
that the success or failure of a political party depends on
whether its line is correct or not.
A wrong Iine will 1, ad to the
loss of political power even if it has been seized. A correct
line will enable a party which has not attained political po" er
to achieve it,
However, a correct line does not drop from
the skies or emerge and develop spontaneously and peacefully ;
it exists
)

in contrast

to erroneous lines and develops thruugh

struggle against them.
- In hi!! report to the Ninth National Congress of the Communist Party of China Comrade Lin Piao said:
"The history
'of the Communist Party of China is one in which Chair~an
Mao's

Marxist-Leninist

line combats

the

Right

and

'Left

opportunist
lines in the Party.
Under the leadership of
Chn.irman Mao, our Party defeated Chen Tu-hsiu's Right opportunist line, defeated the .'Left' opportunist
lines of Chu Chiupai and Li Li-san, defeated Wang Ming's first ',Le~t' and then
Right opportunist lines, defeated Chang Kuo·tao slIDe of splitt.
ing th~ Red Army, defeated the Right opportunist anti· Party
bloc of Peng Teh-huai, Kap Kang, Jao Shu-shih and others
and, after long years of struggle,
shattered Liu Shao-chi's
counter-revolutionary
revisionist lina. Our Party has consoli·
dated itself, developed and grown in strength precisely in the
struggle between the two lines, espe0ially in the struggles to
defeat the three renegade cliques of Chen Tu-hsiu, Wang Ming
and Liu Shao-chi "hich did the gravest harm to the Party."
It is precisely Chairman Mao's Marxist-Leninist
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gllirled our Party and the Chinese people on the tortuous road
of nwulution in surmounting
danger, developing from a small
and weak force into a big and strong force, and advancing
from defeat to victory and to such a great victory as we
enjoy today.
Chairman Mao teaches us : "w e have won great vIctory.
.

neither t,he aircraft

and guns of the impl"rialists and the Kuommtallg,
no~ w~lte
'rn.nny
of
secret
agents,
nor
the
machmatlOl!S
terror an d tIle t,v '
'and sabotage of renegaoes ano hidden traitors.
On the contrary in half a century's arduous struggle it has grO\Vll.into t~le
Party Ipading the People's Republic of China. Seml-co!OI1l::d
and' semi-feudal old China bas been tramformt..d into E()ciali~t

line that

has

But the defeated dass will still struggle.
These people
are still around
dnd this class still exists.
Therefore.
we cannot speak of final victory.
Not even for decades.
We must not lose our vigilance."
In celt'bl'ating the 50th birthday of tbe Chinese Communist
PiLfty, the whole Party facas the task of following Chairman
Mao's teachings, carrying out the line laid down by the Ninth
National Congress of the Party
Unite to win still greater
,
)
VIctOrIeS, and fulfilling the fighting tasks set by the Congress
and the Fir;;t and :-\econd Pler.al'Y Sessions of the Ninth Central

.

Committee of the Party.
At present, it is parti0uhtrly necessary for the whole Party to lannch the moVement of criticizing
revisionism and rectifying the st.,]e of work, carry out education in ideology and
l\Iarxis n-Leninism-Mao

political
Tsetung

line, com;cientiously
stu.dY
ThouO'ht and studv and sum
o

'

"

up the historical experience of inner-Party
struggle bet" een
the two lines. This is I he fundamental
guarantee of further
great victories for the cause of our Party.

Pr.rsishmtly Follow the Road of Seizing
Political P~wer by Armed Force
M'trxism - L ellJDlsm
"
. fundamental
holds that the
question
of revolut' IOD IS
. pohtlCal
. .
power and that the seizure of power
. by armed fore e is-. .th
,~
. e centra 1 task and the h]ghe~t
IOrll.1 of
revolution , Th' IS IS
. t h e ul1Jversal
.
truth of Marxism-Leninism.

I
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.J'
thl'S or a.omitl!lit in word~ but denies it in oepos
..
Wh oever \lemeB
.
'
Marxist-Leninist.
But specific condlt1\lllS
IS not
a genume .
,
, d'ff
t cOlllltries
And in what way could thIS ta8k
Tary In
I eror
< I'
.
. d
t'
China. ~ On the bf\i1is of the great 'PractIce
be carrie 011 III
.
of the October Revolution, lenin, in his Add,es, to the Secona
All-Ru88ian
CongrfJ18of Communist Organizations of the People,

\ •.ithe En8t in November

1919, told the Commu,ni~tll of t~e
1 s that they mUlit see the charactel'1stlCS of theIr
/ Eastern peop e ' .
~nd that
rel)'ing upon the general theory and
tlwn areas
I'
practice of communism, they mUlt adapt themselves to pecn ,Iar

j

u

eonditions

which

,

do not

exist

in the

Lenin stressed that this was "a task

European

which

~ntil

countflei.
now

di~

the Communists
anywhere
In the ,world.
\ not confront
Obviously, the seizure of political power and tl~e vIctory of
the revolution are out of the question if the universal trnth
~f Marxism.Leninism

is not integrated

with th6

?oncrete reTO-

lut.ionary practice of a specific coun~,
.
~ On the basis of the unitl of the universal t,ruth of Marxl~mLeninism and the concrete practice of the Chine!le revolutIOn,
Chairman Mao analysed the history of China, its existing condition~ and the main contr/l.diction!l in contemporary
Chinese
society and gave correct a.nswers as to the ta.rget!l, tasks, motive
forces and char~cter of the Chinese revolution and it.s per~pectives and transition,
Chlloirmll.ftMa.o pointed out: The Chlllpse
contl'nu/l.tion of the October Revolution llnrl
revo 1u t·Jon 'a
18
part of the world proletaria.n'l!Iocia.list revolution.
The Chine~e
'
t
tal'e
two
steps
First
the
new-demOcratle
revo lutlOn mus,
.
'
d
then
the
socia-list
revolution.
These are t,~o
evo Iu t IOn an
.
.
.essentially diffeffmt revolutionary processes whith are at once
tlistinct a'nd interrelated.
The second proce~s, or the socialist
'
can
be
carried
revo Iu t lOn,
.
. through only after the first proces!!,
'
n
of
&
bourgeois-democratic
cha.racter, has
()r t h e revo Iu t 10
The
democratio
revolution
is
the necessary
I t d.
b €len com pee
. ,
'
f
the
soci&list
reV'olution
and
the
sOClahst
revoprepara t IOn or
'
lution is the inevitablo sequel tG the democratill revolutiol1.

r
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Chairman Mao pointed out:
A Communist Party built on
l\1arxibt- Lenil,ist revolutionary
theory and in the MarxistLeninist revulutionary style;
an army under the le!ldership of
such a Party;
a united front of all revolutiollary
classes and
all revolutionary
groups under the leadership of such a Party
-these are the three main weapons with which we can lSeize
political power and consolidate it, It is precisely along this
course that the Chinese revolution has advanced,
The new-democratic revolution led by the Chinese Communist Party went through four historical periods-the
First Revo.
lutionary Civil War, the Agrarian Revolutionary
War, the
War of Resistance Against Japan and the People's War of
Liberation,
It took 28 years in all, from 1921 to 1949, to
solve the problem of seizing political power by armed force.
Our Party was still in its infancy during the period of the
First Revolutionary Civil War. In the early a.nd middle stage~
of that period the Party's line was correct.
~nalY8i& of th~
Cla8Se& in Chine8e SDciety, R,eport 011. an In've8tigation of the
Pealant Movement in Hunan and other works published by
Comrade ;",ao Tsetung in that 'period represented the PartY'8
conect line. On the basis of thorough a.nd systematic investigation and study, Chairman Mao made a concrete analYilie
of the economic status and political •.ttitllde~ Qf the various
classf's in Chinese

society.

He de$rly pOll1ted out:

"Our

enemies
are all those in league with imperialism-the
wdrlords.
the bureaucrats,
the comprador
class,
the
big landlord
Class and the r«!actionary
section of the
intelligentsia
attached
to them."
He further pointed out:
"The leading
force h our revolution
is the industrial
proletariat.
Our cl~sest friends
are
the entire
lemiproletariat
and petty
bourgeoisie."
Chairman Mao paid
particular attention to the question of arousing and arming
the peasantll, indicating

that

"without

the

poor

peasants

there
would
be no revolution."
At the same time, he
indicated that the national bourgeoisie was a vacillating class;
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their Right-wing might become our enemy ann their Left-wing
might become OUI" friend, and we must const.antly be on guard
and not let them create confusion within our ranks.
Thus,
he solved the question of first importance for the revollltivn,

·

d

namely "Who are our enemies?
Who are our f nen s •
He op~()sed both Right' opportunism represented by Chen
Tu-hsiu that wanted ouly the Kuomintang and not the pea-

1"

Tu-hsiu clun:,.:to the reactionary stand of Trotsky and asserted
that the establishment
of the reaction;,try Chiang Kai·shek
go,-ernment marked the completion of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution ancl t hat all the proletariat could do was to engage
in legal parliamentary struggles and wait until capitalism had
developed in China and then make a so-called'socialist revolution.
This meant, liquidatillg the Chinese revolution.
The Chinese Communists

sants, and "Left" opportunism repn'l:-ented by ChalJg Kuo-tao
that was concerned oaly with the labour moveluent a.nd likewise did not want the peasants.
CClenTu-hsiu, then General

understand
Secretary

of the C<lmmunist

truth

of Marxism.

He

maintained

that

sime

the Chinese

! ~orrect

~spect
III not g01l1gto
m~ses and set
and relying on

'peasants' as being "loose", "conselvative"
and "unlikely to
join' the revolution."
He flatly rejeeted Comrade Mao Tse'tun"'s correct views and gave up leadership over the peasants,
,'the'"urban petty bourgeoisie and the middle bourgeoisie, and

I

betrayed the revolution and slaughtered
the workers and
peasants, the broad masses of the people were unarmed and
the dynamic great revolution ended in failure. Later, Chen
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struggle

neither

the

pro-

of the Na~chang Uprising.
Its mistake lay
the countrysIde to arouse and arm the peasant
up base areas, but taking the city as the centre
air! from abroad.
The Central Committee of

the Party held an emergency meeting in Hankow on August 7,
at. which Chen Tu-hsiu's capitulationist
line was corrected,
and he was removed from his leading post. After the August
7th Meeting, Chairman Mao himself led the Autumn Harvest

particularly leadership over the armed forces.
He advocated
"all alliance and no struggle" in the united front.
When the
masses of workers and peasants arose, he was very much afraid
that t.hey would terrify the bourgeoisie.
Chen Tu-hsiu and hi~
f01l0we1: Liu Shao-chi went so far as to order the workers
pickets in Wuhan to hand their arms over to the Kuomint~ng.
When Chiang Kai.shek and Wang Ching-wei, representa~lves
of the big landlord class and tht> big bourgeoisie, successIvely

armed

grows out of the barrel of a gun."
To save the revolutiun,
the ,Nancl\!1i1g Uprising was staged on August 1, H'~7. The
firing of the first shot at the Kuomintang reactionaries wus the

'revolutIon at that s'tage was a bourgeois-rlemncratic
revolntinn
in character, it could lead Oldy to the {oundi, g of a bourgeois
republic and be led by the bourgeoisie.
He clamoure~ that
the Chinese proletariat was not "all independelJt l'eVnlutlOnary
force" and could not be the leading class anti he slanrlered the

that "without

letariat, nor the people, nor the Communitl
Party
would
have any standing
at all in China and that it would be
impossible
for the revolution
to triumph,"
and they made
us understand this Marxist-Leninist tmth:
"PoLtical
power

Party' of China, was actually a radical bourgeois democrat.
He
knew nothing about Marxism-Lenillism. He even ht'ld that there
had been no sbve society in China and negated the universal
I

were not cowed by Chiang Kai-

shek's massacres.
Chial:g Kai.shek,
Wang Ching-wei an4
Cilen Tu-hsiu, those teachers by negat,ive example, made us

prising, (lJrganized the first contingent of ~ne Workers' and
easants' Red Army; founded the first rnral revolutionary
<tse area in the Cbingkang Mountains and ,ignited the spark
,I.

f "an armed
independent
regime of workers and peasants."
In April 1928, the troops preserved after the Nanchang Uprising arrived in the Chingkang Mountains.
Under
Chairman Mao's leadership, the Workers' and Peasants' Red
Army successfully smashed the first, second and third counterrevolutionary

campaigns

of

"encirclement
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and

suppression"

~

body of the Party at the Fourth Plenary Session of the Sixth
Central Committee in January
1931. Wang Ming called him
Eelf a ' 100 per cent Bolshevik."
While hoisting the banner
of "opposition to the Li Li-san line:~ he alleged that the
fonner central leading body "did nothing to expose and attack
the consistently
Right opportunist theory and practice of the
Li Li-salJ line", and maintained that "the Right deviation is
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ill the central leading

still the main danger in the Party at present."
He in fact
pushed an opportunist
line even more "Left"
than the Li
Li san line. Like other "Left"
opportuni~ ts, Wang Ming
knew' nothing about the theory and practice of the revolution
j'

in China. They confusrd the distinction
between the demorratic and socialist revolutions,
They knew nothing about the
workers and peasants, about how to fight a war, or about the
unevennefS and the tortuous and protracted
character of the
Chinese revolution.
They made absolutely no investigation or
study of class relations in China, but alleged that the interme_
diate groups were ('the most dangerous enemy" and advocated
opposing the whole bourgeoisie and upper petty bourgeoi;;ie.
They enforced many "Left"
policies characterized
by -all

struggle and no alliance."
As regards military line, they first
practised adventurism and then turned to desperate reckless~~ess and flightism
As regards organizational line, they prac\I tised sectarianism and deprived Chairman Mao of his power.
They resorted to "ruthless
struggle and merciless blows"
against those who disagreed with their erroneous line. Acting
as an all-powerful emperor, Wang Ming placed himself above
the Party and the people and pushed his erroneous line everywhere. As a result. our Party suffered a loss of 90 per cent
in the Red areas and almost 100 per cent in the White areas,
and the Red Army
the Long Match.

was cJmpelted

to leave and emba.rk on

The two lines with their two outcomes educated the whole
Party, both positively and negatively.
When Chairman Mao's
revolutionary
line was followed, an army was founded and
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In 1937 the Chinese revolution entered the period of th6
of RelSistancli Against Japan.
Our Party brought about
a successful <Jhange from the poriod of Agrarian Revolution
to that of the Anti-Japanese
National United Front.
But
the shaJ'pening of the natiomd contradiction an<l the formation
for the speon<l time Df a united front of the Kuomintang and
the Communist Party, which were like a surging title, turned
SDme people's heads. This found expression within the Party
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antl the

}{ight opportuniet

Early in the War of Resi8tance Against Japan, the renegade
Wang Ming jumped from the extreme "Left" to the extreme
Right.
On the pretext
National United Front,
Kuomintang

than

of establishing
the Anti-Japanese
he plac~d more confidence in the

in the Communist Part,y, completely aban-

doned the Communist Party's principle of independence and
initiative and put forward the idea "everything through the
united frnnt" and "everything mw,t be submitted to the united
front."
This meant ,in essence that eV'erything had to go
through the Kuomintang and be submitted to it, and it meant
not daring to wage resolute struggle against the KuomintangSs
reactionary policies and not daring to boldly arouse the masses,
or de\'elop the revolutionary armed forces, or expand the antiJapanese

base a.reas in the Japanese-occupied

areas.

This

meant handing over the leadership
?f the anti-Japanese
war to the Kuomintang.
Thus
Wang
Ming returned
to the erroneous I1ne of "all alliance and no struggle" advocated

ij by

the

Chen Tu.hsiu in 1927. Meanwhile, Liu Shao.chi went to
revolutionary
base areas from the White areas. He

opposed the Wang Ming line lind supported Chairman Mao's
correct line in appearance, and boosted himself as the represen_
tative of the .orrect line in the work in the White areas and
concealed his true features.
Actually, he had long been a
renegade, hidden traitor and ecab and he had carried out an
entirely erroneous line in the White areas.
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In his sinister book

/

Self-Cultivation,
Liu Shao-chi did not touch at all upon the
questions of defeating Japanese imperialism and of waging
struggle against the Kuomintang reactiuna.ries, nor did he touch
upon the question ,of seizing political p'ower by armed force;
on the contrary, he urged Communist Party members to depal t
from the great practice of revolution,
study "t.he ways of
Confucius and, Mencius" and indulge in idealistic ·'self.cultiva·
tion,"
What he preached was again a capitulationist
line,

in its own hands.
The ses8ion adopted Chairman Mao's report
and concluding speech.
La.ter, in his On Policy and other
works. Chairman Mao repeatedly ~aught th~ whole-Party that
the united

front

pulicy

'is

neither

all

alliance

and

no

struggle nor all struggle and no alliance,
hut combines
alliance
and
struggh·,"
Our
Party
defeated
the
Kuomintang's
repeated
anti-Communist campaigns and took
firm hold of the
United

Front

leadership

of the

becausl~

Anti-Japanese

Chairman

Mao's

National

revolutionary

The "literature of national defence" and the 'philosuphy
of
national defence" which cropped up during this reriod \'\ere in

line haa

reality a literature of national betrayal and
capitulation:
'I'hey were products of Wang

Wang Ming's Right capitulationist
line, corrected the "LeW'
deviation in the struggle against the Kuomintang,
adhered

philosophy of
Ming's capitula-

110

tionist line and of Liu-'lhao·chi's

wrong line in the \york in the

White areas as well. .
Our great leader Chairman

Mao sY8tematically

and tho-

I roughly criticized the IIight capitulationi,'\t line represented hy
Wang Ming.
In his work '[lite Sitnation and Tash in tlte AntiJapan,se Wa1' After the Fall of Shangka i and Tai!Juan written
in November 1\:137, Chairman Mao warned the whole Party
against Wang l\'Iing's Right capitulatioI,ism:

"In

1927 Chen

Tu-hsiu's capitulationism
led to the failure of the revolution.
No member of our Party
should ever forget this
historicallesson
written in blood." Chairman M!l.oonce again
raised the question of the struggle between the proletariat and
the bourgeoisie for leader!'hip and stressfd that it was necessary
\

to iasist on proletarian

leadership

aod

"closely

adhere

to the

principle
of independ~nce
and initiative
in all
our
united front work." But Wang Ming opposed Chairman Mao's
line and continued to push his opportunist line. In hill report
and concluding speech at the Sixth Plenary Session of the Sixth
Central Committee of the Party held in October 1938, Chairman
Mao put forward the question of the role of the Chinese
Communist Party in the national war, refuted Wang Ming's
opportunist lir16 and laid down the Party's line and policy of
leading the armed struggle independently and with the initiative
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already

whole Party,

attftinen

the

and. becallse

predominant

we

had

position in the

thoroughly

criticized

to . the.' correct po licy of developing

the progressIve.
f orces,
wInmng over the middle
forces and i£olating the die\ hard forces and carried ont the princilJles of rna k'109 ute
of contradictions,
few and crushing

winning

over

our enemies

the many,

opposing

the

one by one and of waging

8trug~leS' .on jUlt grounds,
to our 'advantage,
and with
reslramt
In the RtrugglQ against the anti·Communist die-hards
Receiving no aid fr om on t Slue
'.1
hi'ut re III on our own efforts .
11-'_
e developed

production,

overcame

difficulties,

resistrd

th;

bulk of the Japanese invading forces and practically all the
puppet troops, and developerl and strengthened
the Eighth
Route Army, th':l New Fourth Army, the South China Anti.
Japanese Guerrilla Column and thl:' anti-Japanese
Comrade Mao Tsetung has attached great

base areas.
importance to

. buil~ing the Party ideologically since its early days,
The
/ ~utIell Meeting Resolution drawn up by Chairman Mao and
Ins Oil Practice, On Contradiction and other philosophical works
~lWe played a tremendous role tn educating the whole Party
Ideologically.
In the early 40s, when the War of Resistance
Against Japan was in the stage of stalemate, the Central
Committee of the partJj(Jasped
the excellent opportunity to
launch the rectification movement throughout the Party in order
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=# /
"(

"

to raise it. Marxilt-Leninist level. Chairman Mao published a
series of works on the rectifica.tiolJ movement such as Reform

Our StUGY, Rectify the Part!!,' Style of Work, Opp03e 8tereot,lfpeG
Pllrt,lf Writing a.nd- Talk. at the Yenan Forum on Literature
0,/1&

4rt, calling on the whole pa.rty to "fight

in order

to rectify

the style

of study.

in order

to rectify

the atyle in Party

subjectivism

fight

aectarianism

relations.

Part}. atereotypes
in order
to rectify
writing."
Cha.irman Mao pointed out:

and

fight

the
atyle of
"Though
the

majority
in our Party and in our ranks
are clean and
honest, we mutt in all aeriousneu
put thinga in order
both ideologically
and orianizationally
develop
the revolutionary
movement

if we are to
mere effectively

and bring it to llpeedier llUcceSa' To put things in order
organizationally
requires our firat doing 80 ideologically,
our launching
a struggle of proletarian
ideology against
\

non-proletarian
ide Jlogy."
The Yenan rectification movement personally led by Chairroan Mao wa!l a great,

widespread

mOV'tment of

Marxist

education,
Through the l'ltudy of works by Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin, of Chairman Mao's works, and of dialectic~l
and

historical

materialism

and

the expomre

of the antl-

Marxist-Leninist
essence of the va.rious "Left" and Right
\ opportunist lines, the whole Party learnt to distinguish between the correct snd incorrect lines and between proletarian
and non_proletarian

ideologies

and gained a great deal.

The

policy of learning
from past mistakes
to avoid future
ones and- curing the sickneu
to save the patient
was
a.dopted in the rectification movement,
Through criticism and
self_criticism, the cadres throughout the Party arrived at a
new unity on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism-
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ieventh National Congress of the Party was victoriously convened in April 1945,
At the Congress Chairman Mao made
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Mao Tsetung Thought,
Presided over by our great

nized."

leader

Chairman

Mao, the

L'
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.eek olfiei.1 po.t. in the ,e.etioo''1'
Kuomint.ng tbe
U.S.'Chi.ng , •• etion"ie..
Thi. line w"' • eont'ou,tion
oHhe Cben Tn.h,iu .nd W.ng Ming line' .od .ndee,ho in
Chio' oHhO ".i.ioni.t line of nNwd", tbe ,eneg.
f,om
the Communi't PoTtyof the United 8t.t" of Ame,;ea, Chair·
o"n }1.0 ,,,oMoly oppo"d Liu Shoo'obi', eap,l,ulationi.t
li"e. 1\e .h"ply pointed out'
"Chiang K.ai·,I,ek .lw.Y·
ce
t,ie. to w,eet everY ounce of power .nd every our
of g.iu from the people.
And we 7 Our poliLY
.i. to give hi.. lit for t.t .nd to fight for every iuch
of I.nd."
"The ., ••• of the people, every gon .nd
every hull , mu.t .11 he kept, •• u.t not he h.nded
et
nver." Chai,••ao
M.o forth" poioted out, "How to give 'tit
for t.t' depend. on the .itu.lioo:
If they w.nt,d to fight
we wouldwip' the" out eo••pl,t,ly, and thi. w"' til, for tita
If they waot,d t. negotiat" ~,••,tiro" not goingto ,,,goti .
an
tion' wO' tit fo' tat .• nd .ometiro" gob,g to negoti.tio,"
tioo
n
w"' al,o tit for t.t. 10 the hght of the ,itu. 1 , Chai,m
n
}1,. wo,hed out pl.n' and h.d op".tio •
p"r"atiO ,
made to def•• olfen.iv•• hy tl•• Chi.ng t'OOP',and he went
t
to Chnngking in pe"on fo, n,gotiati m' and thn' ,xpo,oo
Chiang Kai••hek who paid lip ",..,ice to P"" but actuany
g
went in fo' ei. weT. In view of the p,evanin mo,bid fea<
il
of the United Stat••• Chai,m.n}100 put fo"",,d the M
tb••i.,
All TO.ction•• • aTe p.per tigen, expo,ing th' n. ' "
ie
U.S, hnpeTiali'" and aU "action.
Aft" Chiang Kai.•b'
.t.,ted th' an.,ound eivil w." Chai,m.n M.o, with
U ",010tiona<Yf,,,le ••n"" i••n,d th' g,eat and timely c' "Over'
th,ow Chiang K.i .•hek .nd lihe •• te .\1 Chin••••• n
led the people of th' whole eonn"Y in defoating ,,",nnt"
"volutio "y wa<hy ",o,.tio,,"Y
w" .nd in "izing .t.1
n re
n "m
power hy
fore' Ch.inu.n M.o laid downthe ge •
ed
lin' .nd gen
polieyof
P."Y
.t thi, hi.Wi,,1 .t.g
erel
n.mely, • new.demo«.ti, reVO
lntion .g.in,t impe,;.li.
fend. .", and hure.u,ret.e.pit.li.m. waged by the hro
li
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masses 'of the people wnunder
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not meeting the
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represented by p~asants' demand for land masses and
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essence and' ch IC was "Left" in fo
rm and Party
te,ests of Ihe mid'::'tcterized by encroa~~' but Right in
commerce re
e peasants and priva mg on the in·

as "stumbl',
gardmg large numb
te mdustry and
mg-blocks"
ers of Pa t
gathering a few"
and removing th
r y cadres
contacts '
trustworthy" p
ern wholesale
Instead f
eople th
regard of P
a arousing the m
rough secret
arty pol"
asses and '

I

movement eve
ICY. slmultaneousl
,In disgling against rywhere and bealing
y unfoldmg the
leadership of d~e.m at will. and s~eoPle and strug·
assislance of the airman Mao and with t~~' Under the
masses in the
people m the Liberated A support and
Ihe great Ch' areas unde, Chiang K'
reas and the
8,000,000 Ch~nese People's LiberatI'oa AI-shekls control
{.
lang ba d'
n rmy'
'
ISm. liberated all n It troops armed b U w~ped out
of Taiwan Provin Chmese territory wXh th S. ImperialbUned the Chia ce and a number of s e exceplion
of China
ng dynasly, and the P
ea ISlands and
was founded. The Ch'mese people
eople's tRepubl'10
s ood up !
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Persist in Cont\nuing the Revolution Under
The Dictatorship of the Proletariat
The founding of the People's Republic of China in
1949 marked the basic conclusion of the stage of the
new-democratic revolution and the beginning of the
stage of the socialist revolution; Back at the Second
Plenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of
the Party on the eve of countrywide victory, Chairman.
Mao explicitly pointed out that the principal internal
contradiction after the liberation of our country was
•'the contradiction between the working class and the bourgeoisie .'

The foCUSof the contradiction was on the socialist road
versus the capitalist road and on the dictatorship of
_the proletariat versus the dictatorship of the bour-

together
'1 with the masses, resolut I
arty sine and policies She
y carried out th
Pf th d' mas ed the t
.e
o
e Ictatorship of th b'
sate machin
geoisie and established ~heIg landl~rds and big bO':Z
confIscated all burea ucrat cap't
people
1 s regime ' W h'leh
cent of modern indust
I a comprising 80
r and transformed it into
1ststate enterprises . And
~e.r
boldl
soclalwe launched on a large
1
y arousing the rna
the movement for th -sca e the land reform mo sses,
','
e suppre '
vement
tlOnanes and the m
.
SSlOn of counte
'
and aid Korea
ovement to resist U. S a r-revolu.
. n p space of th
. ggresslOn
ltated
the
national
ree
years
we h abll.
1' d
economy and t
,re
pes
emocratic dict t
s rengthened th e
, of the proletariat .
a orship, namely, the dict atorshlp
pe?-

i

IhadInbeen
1953. after the
repelled'

fra l'
n lC attacks of the bo
' ,
evils" (
m the movement
'
urgeolsle
~
corruption, waste
d
agamst the "thr
moveme nt' agamst the 'fi
an. bure aucracy) and'th"ee
:orkers, tax evasion: ~:;Vll,s (bribery of governme~

\ geoisie.
Both the title of our Party and our Marxist-Leninist
world outlook unequivocally demonstrate that the basic
programme of our Party is the complete overthrow
fo~:~7::n::~t
contracts. a~fdst::::i~,,:erty, cheating
of the bourgeoisie and all other exploiting classes, the
lation) Cha'
government sources for e~onomlC in,
lrman Ma
.
pnvate sp
establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
theory on the
,,0,
m accordance'
ecuplace of the bourgeois dictatorship and the triumph of
set forth the tra~SltIOn period and 0 ur . WIth Lenin's
socialism over capitalism, and that the ultimate aim "Bring ab Party s general line for th t o~n practice.
out, step b
e ranslhon
'
of the Party is the realization of communism. Our 28
:Cti~list industrializati~n s~: ~hn~ over a fairly long pe~::l~db:
years of heroic struggle represented only the first step
a Ion of a .
IDa and tb'
,e
in the long march of 10,COO){'towardsthis ul1imate goal. ( Commerce
b;::ulture. bandicraft, and ca;~;c;lII!'t "'an,ror·
estate."
IS IDdustry and
.1;../
The seizure of political power by the proletariat waS
,.,...not the end of the revolution but the beginning of the
t The e ssence of the P
second step.
:::~~i:h~ period was to
t~eer;eral line for the
Ip of the
. problem
f
The vast territory of our country was liberate
oWnershi
. means of production
'
0
the
graduallY. The several million troops of the People'
ownersh'P, that IS, ownership by the ~ makmg socialist
,Liberation Army served both as a fighting force an economi~Pbby the working masses s ate and collective
as a working force, Our Party relied on its own arm
conSOlidati:;e;heT~~Wtas an impo;ta~~r st~~u~trYf'ssole
which aroused the masses while fighting battles an
Ie atorship of th e proletariat.
n urther
We

-

,

s;r~~'s
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cul
lackled this problem firmly, yet gr. >1
ual1y· In agri aid•
ture, this waS done by proceeding through mutual·
enls
teams, which contained some embryonic elem
of
socialism, and the elementary co_operatives of a semisocialist character, to the ful1Ysocialist advanced co'
operatives. In capitalist industry and commerce, i\
was done first by the state placing orders wit! private
enterprises to procesS and manufacture goods, purchasing and marketing all their products and using private
enterprises as commission agents to purchase and sell
goods for the state, and then bY transforming private
enterprises into joint state-private enterprises
and
p 1 g a fixed rate of interest on the basis of an appraia in
sal
of the assets in accordance with the policY of redemption, Some people afllieted with impetuosity
found this process not to their satisfaetion and thought
the transition period far too long: theY wanted the problem to be solved overnight This 'Left' deviation was
overcome relatively quicklY tht:ou9h education.

-1-1

The.soclalist revolution is a struggle to bury capitalism: it has been acclaimed bY the labOuring people
thrOughOut the country but haS met with recklesS sabOtage by Liu Shao-chi and company, peng Teh-hual,
Kao kang, lao Shu-shih and otherS formed an anti-Par'"
iUee
bloc ':;> In a vain attempt to split the Central conun
and subvert the dictatorship of the proletariat
Their
scheme waS smashed by the Central Committee 01 the
Party in good time, Liu Shao-chi all along opposed
?OCiali transformation, As early as, 1949, wherever
st preached the lallacy "exploitation Is a merit"
he went he
behind the Central committee's back and in violation
of the Resolution 01 the Second Plenary Session of lhe
Seventh Central Commtttee. AI the begtnning of the
/' 50s, he put forward the slogan "consolidate the neW'
democratic system". This meant 'consolidating' and
developing the lorces of capitalism and taking the

1
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capitalist
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.
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ssed in the eustnal and agrICultural pro' s~ffenng any
ourse of thO
auctIon
general line for h
IS,9reat change and
Frogregreat victor y. t e transllion period w as crowned
the Party's
with
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China' of the ownership
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soclalrst Iransfors sOClalist
.
means of
d
prole tar t
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pro uclion
was th la, were confronted with
lctatorship of th~
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What
What w
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Liu Sh:Oreht~efuture tasks of the Canh~
class struggle?
-c land
hO
mese re VO
I
question of which . IS gang replied:
"In e uhon ?
already settled" ~,ms
socialism
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/letariat
and the bourgeoisie
has been basically resol
'"and tne principal internal contradiction
"is the
ved
contradiction
between the advanced
socialist system
and the backward social productive
forces."
This was
a refurbished
version in new circumstances
of the
"theory of productive forces" advocated by Bernstein
and Kautsky. And it was a means by which the bourgeoisie waged class struggle against the proletariat.
In
the period of the democratic revolution they said that
the proletariat
could not seize political power until
capitalism '!las highly developC:'d; at the approach of
socialist transformation,
they wanted to "consolidate
the new-democratic
system" ; and after the three, great
transformations of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist
industry and commerce
were completed in the main,
they again dished up the above-mentioned
fallacies,
trying to stop the proletariat
from continuing the rev/'OlUtion.
In their opinion, class struggle died out when
the question of ownership was settled, and there was
no need to consolidate the socialist system, and an that
was necessary was to grasp production;
the socialist
System was too "advanced" to suit the needs of China
today and it was necessary
to turn back and develop
capitalism,
Moreover, behind Chairman Mao's back,
Liu Shao chi and his gang inserted this sinister trash
into the Resolution of the Eighth National Congress of
the Party in their attempt to impose on the whole Party

I

the line of taking the capitalist road.
Chairman Mao at that time pointed out that the
words Liu Shao-chi and his gang had stuffed into the
Resolution
were
wrong
and anti-Marxist.
Shortly
afterwards, Chairman Mao made public his brilliant
work On the Correct Handling' of Contradictions Among Ihe
/ People and, for the first time in the history of the development of Marxism-Leninism,
systematically
answered
the question of classes, class contradictions
and class
(
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abroad constantlY provides Iresh lacts to prove the
correctness 01 Chairman Mao's theory 01 continuing
Ihe revolution under the dictalorship 01 Ihe proletariat
The wild attacks 01the bOUrgeois Rightists in 1951 and.
partic~larIY, Ihe gravity 01 the capitalist restoration In
Lenin's

homeland

by the Khrushchov.Brezhnev

rene-

gade clique which occurred alter the 20lh Congress 01
the communist Party 01 the soviet Union have taught
,
us a very prolound lesson-Ihe socialist system will
ot be consolida~ed if there is only a socialist,revo:ution

t

in the ownershIP 01 the means 01 produc\lOn WIthOut
a thoroughgoing socialist revolution on the political
and ideologicallronts.
Just look al history to see hoW
capitalism rises, groWSand heads for its doom, and you
will understand that the capitalist system,too, was not
established

at one stroke.

Since the proletarian

revo-

lution is a revolution for the complete elimination of all
exploiting classes. it necessarilY involves more acute
and tortuOUs class struggle than the previOUSrevolutions that replaced one system of exploitation bY
another. Taking the proletariat of the soviet Union
and the world unawares.
the KhrushchOv-Brezhnev
renegade chque restored the dictatorship of the bour-

geoisie. This is a bad thing, but a bad thing can be
turned into a good thing, It has educated the soviet
peOPle and the proletariat of the world. ln the develOPment of history as a whole, the restoration,,·of the bour·
no
geois in the Soviet,Union is only a temporary phe ,
ie The proletariat'and the people 01all nationalimenan.
\ ties 01 the soviet Union are sure to vanquish the
KhrushChov-Brezhnev

clique,

re-establish

the dictator-

ship 01 the proletariat and continue to lake Ihe road of
the October Revolulion charted bY Lenin and Stalin.
Socialism is sure to triumph thorughOut the world. This
is an objective laW independent
The struggle
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, such

as giving play to the initiative of both the central
government
and the localities, speeding up industrial
construction
in the interior while making full use of
industry in coastal areas, simultaneously
developing
industry and agriculture,
light. .and heavy industries
and modern and indigenouS methods, and building
small, medium-sized
and big enterprises,at
the same
time. Under the guidance of the general line, our people created the people's commune as a form of organization in the rural areas.
An invigorating great leap
forward occurred in industry and agriculture
all over
This was a great victory for the Party's
( the country.
general

I

line.

In the excellent situation in which revolution and
construction
were advancing rapidlY, Liu Shao-chi and
company changed their tactics. Acting in an extreme
"Left" manner at first, they opposed Chairman Mao's
correct thesis that the rural people's
commune is a
system of socialist collective ownership,
negated the
law of value and commodity production
and attempted
to sabotage
the
revolutionary
mass
movement.
Chairman Mao criticized their mistakes in good time,
defended
the revolutionary
enthusiasm of the broad
masses and took concrete measures to guide the masS
movement on to the correct path, At the Eighth Plenary
/ :Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Party
held in August 1959, peng Teh-huai came out with vicie
ous attacks from the Right on the Party's generall1n
;
e frantically opposed the great leap forward, the peoIe's communes and the revolutionary
mass movement.
ater, Liu Shao-chi also levelled repeated attacks from
he Right on the Party's general line, They and their
gan
did their utmost to exaggerate
the temporary
g
economic difficulties caused by three years of natural
calamities and the tearing up of contracts and withdrarenegade
\ wal of experts by the ...•. Soviet revisionist
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are isolated, but imperialists. revisionists and reactionaries, including their rnnning dogs Lin Shao chi and

his pack,

'

The Tenth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central
ommitt
of the Party in september 1962 was of great
ee
historic significance. It marked the start of a neW attack
against the bourgeoisie bY the Chinese proletariat and
working people nnder the leadership of the Communist
Party of China. -AI this session. Chairman Mao issued
the great call "Never forgel dO's struggle" to the whole
~ of Ihe nationaliParty, the whole army and the people
ties thrOughoul the country, summed up the experience
of China and the international communist movement
and more comprehensivelY
put forword the basic line
of our Party for the entire historical period of socialism,
which has now been written into our Party Constitution.
He also pointed out: "To overlhro" a political po"er, it i'
oa
al"ays aece"ary firsl of att la create paWc oplal , 10 do "ork
ia Ihe idealogical sphe,,· nis i, Irae fot Ihe revolatioaaty
class as "e\lao for Ihe coaaler-revolaliooary class." After Ihis
session, Chairman Mao wrote the celebrated
essay
chi
Do Co"," Idea. CO"" F""'? in which he criticized
lhe bourgeois idealism and metaphysiCS of Liu Shao- .
Under Comrade Lin Piao's gnidanCe, the Quotation> Fro'"
CM,,,,,,,n MM T"tang waS compiled
and published,
and this promoted the widespread
development
of the
mass mOvem6nl for the living studY and application of
s
)Aao Tsetung ThOught.
At Chairman Mao' call, our
ParIY launched attacks in such ideolOgica0iel~s
as
Peking opera, the ballet and sym~iC,
that had
long been controlled bY Liu Shao-chi's bourgeois headquarters; as a result, the heroic figures of wurkers,
peasants and soldiers began to appear on the stage.

i

.."

W"'''

l.

At the same time, the ParIY started ~;
tion movement thrOughout the country.
in the course
Cil ih\s movement the Liu Shao-chi renegade clique used
(
'
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cause there were firstly counter-revolutionaries
and
secondly capitalist roaders who engaged in sabotage
and created disturbances under flags of all descriptions.
But they could only hoodwink some of the people for
some of the time. Armed with Quotations From Chairman
Mao Tsetung, the masses took part in debates and gradually learnt how to distinguish between good and bad
people and between the proletarian
revolutionary line
and the bourgeois reactionary line, and how to carry
out Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary
line and
policies correctly.
In this way the whole country
became a great school for the living study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought, and the broad masses
learnt in the stormy struggle what they could not have
learnt in normal times. Therefore, in the final analysis,
the chaos threw only the enemy into disorder but tempered the masses.
The Chinese People's Liberation
Army has made new contributions in the service of the
people by taking part in the "three supports and two
militaries" ( i. e., support the broad masses of the Left,
support industry and support agriculture and military
control and political and military training).
Since the
day of its founding, our People's Liberation Army has
been a fighting froce and at the same time a working
force and a production force, and it has more than 40
years' experience
in doing mass work. That is why
our armymen could easily become one with the masses
.and help to bring about a speedier development of the
Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution in diffierent
places, and this has enabled our army to further steel
itself. The revolutionary committee_s at all levels, born
.
in the stoiril of class struggl€) constitute a double three- -j
jn-one combination in the sense that they comprise representatives
of the army, the cadres and the masses
and of old, middle-aged and young people.
Members
of the Party committees at all levels elected after Party
consolidation include not only proletarian
revolution a-

cate them 1

clique,

tem~~
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h dful of
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p
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ries of the older generation bnt also rniddle-aged and
yonng cnes Allthis has created favourable conditions er
for training rnillions of successors to the revolutionary cause of the proletariat, and given our Party
and country more vitality than ever, As Chairman
Mao said. "Tbe current Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
is absolutelY necesssry and most timely for consolidating tbe
dictatorsbip of tbe proletariat, preventing capitalist restoration

amibuilding socialism." Under Chairrnan Mao's personal,
guidance, the Ninth National Congress of the party Vias
convened in April 1969, when the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution had won great victories, The
Congress adopted Vice-Chairrnan Lin's political report
and tbe Constitution of the communist Party of China
and elected the new Central Committee with Chairman
Mao as its leader and Vice-Chairman Lin as its deputy
leader, In his political report, Vice-Chairman Lin systernatically expounded Chairrnan Mao's theory of continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat and summed up the basic experience of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, Therefore, in
this article, we will not go into detail about this revolution,
Since the Ninth National Congress of the <J'arty,the
development of class struggle at home and abroad has
proved that the line of the Congress is cornpletely
correct. The tasks and policies defined at the First and
Second Plenary Sessions of the Ninth Central Committee
of the Party are alsO completelY correct. Though splenid victories have been won in the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, the tasks ahead are still arduous in
/ carrying out struggle_criticisrn-transforrnatiOn on various fronts and particularlY in the superstructure, inclUding all spheres of culture, We still have to wage lia
~~protr acted struggle to fulfil the task of further conso \dating the dictatorship of the proletariat politically,
(
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up the historical experience 01our Party, Comrade Mao
Tsetung said in 1939: "To sum up our eighteen years of
experienceand our current new experience on the basi' 01
our understanding of the unity between the theory of
Marxi,m,Lenini,mand the practice 01 the Chinese revolution,
and to spread this experience throughout the Party so that
our Party becomes as solid as steel and avoids repeatingpast
I

_mistakes-suchis our task."
Of the historical experience of our Party summed
up by Chairman Mao, what in particular should the
whole Party pay attention to and study today?
M

1. It is necessary to adhere to C'the consistent ideo
logical principle of our Party,"
namely, integrating the
universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete
practice of the Chinese revolution.
The history of our Party tells us: In his great
practice in leading the Chinese revolution, Chairman
Mao has always adhered to the world outlook of dialectical and historical materialism and used the MarxistLeninist stand, viewpoint and method to make thorough
investigations and studies of the political and economic
status of the various classes in Chinese society and their
inter-relations, make a concrete analysis of the conditions of our enemies, our friends and ourselves, scientifically sum up positive and negative historical experience and correctly formulate the Party's line and
policies; he has thus inherited,delended and developed
Marxism-Leninism and led the whole Party, the whole
army and the people of the whole country in their
triumphant advance, But the divorce of theory and
practice and the split betWeen the subjective and thO
~c\ive
are the ideological charac enstics 01 Chi
Tu-hsiu, Wang Ming, Liu Shao-chi and other sha
Marxists. Proceeding from their idealist and metaphY
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continue to do so. We must persist in this. In reading
and studying, it is essential to keep to the principle
of integrating theory with practice. It is essential to
read and study with problems in mind, problems
arising in the three great revolutionary movements
of class struggle, the struggle for production and
scientific experiment, and problems in the Chinese and
the world revolution. This means combining readi og
with investigation and study and with the summing up
of experience, combining the study of historical experience with the present-day struggle and the criticism
of opportunism in the past with the criticism of modern
revis'ionism. Since countrywide liberation, Chairman
Mao has led the whole Party in making a number of
criticisms-from the criticism of The Life of Wu Hsun
and the bourgeois ideology reflected in the study of
The Dream of the Red Chamber, the criticism of Hu Shih,
the Hu Feng counter-revolutionary
clique and the
bourgeois Rightists to the criticism of the Liu Shao-chi
renegade clique; these criticisms have deeply educated the whole Party, army and people. The criticism
of modern revisionism with the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique at its centre conducted by the whole
Party under Chairman Mao's leadership and the great
polemics on the general line of the international communist movement especially provide most profound and
vivid Marxist-Leninist education for the whole Party.
The struggle between Marxism-Leninism and modern
revisionism is a struggle of principle between the two
lines in the international communist movement. Khrushchov, Brezhnev and company are renegades from the
proletarian revolution, mad present-day social-imperial
ists and world storm-troopers opposing China, opposing communism and opposing the people. It is our
Party's bounden internationalist duty to continue the
exposure and criticism of modern revisionism with
Soviet revisionism at its centre and carry the struggle
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conceit manifested itself and we suffered in consequence,
The first was in the early half of 1927, The Northern Expeditionary Army had reahed Wuhan
and some comrades
became so proud aTictoverweening as to forget that the
Kuomintang was about to assault us. The result was theFrror
of the Chen Tu-hsiu line, which brought defeat to the revolution. The second occasion was in 1930. Taking advantage
of Chiang Kai-shek's large-scale war against Feng Yu.hsiang
and Yen Hsishan, the Red Army won a number of battles,
and again some comCJ.des became proud and overweening.
The result was the error of the Li Li-san line. again causing
some losses to the revolutionary forces. The third occasion
was in 1931. The Red Army had smashed the Kuomintang's
third 'encirclement and suppression' campaign and. immedia tely afterwards, faced with the Japanese invasion. the people
throughout the country started the stormy and heroic antiJapanese movement; and again some comrades became proud
and overweening, The result was an even more serious error
in the political line, which cost us about 90 per cent of the
revolutionary forces that we had built up with so much toil.
The fourth occasion was in 1938. The War of Resistance
had begun and the united front had. been eatablished ; and
once again some comrades became proud and overweening,
As a result they committed an error somewhat similar to the
Chen Tu-hsiu line. This time the revolutionary work suffered
serious damage in those places where the effects of these
comrades' erroneous ideas were more especially pronounced.
Comrades throughout the Party should take warning from
these instances of pride and error." They should "not repeat
the error of becoming conceited at the moment of success"
't'I.

'

t

"Modesty helps one to go forward, whereas conceit makes
lone lag behind, This is a truth we must always bear in mind."
4. We should follow the theory of two points, not
the theory of one point.
While paying attention to the
~ main tendency, we should take note of the other tenden(71
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cy which may be covered up. We must take full notice
and firmly grasp the principal aspect and at the
same time solve one by one the problems arising from
~ the non-principal aspect. We should see the negative
rJ as well as the positive aspects of things. We should
see the problems that have already arisen ar.d also
anticipate problems which are not yet perceived but
which may arise.
During the democratic revolution, when our Party
formed a united front with the bourgeoisie and alliance
became the main trend, Comrade Mao Tsetung paid
attention to opposing the Right tendency of "all alliance
and no struggle," When the alliance between our Party
and the bourgeoisie broke up and armed struggle
became the main form of the revolution, Comrade Mao
Tsetung paid attention to opposing the "Left" tendency
of "all struggle and no alliance." On the eve of the
countrywide victory of the People's War of Liberation,
Chairman Mao foresaw that "there may be some Communists, whowere not conqueredby enemieswith guns and wer,e
worthyof the nameof heroesfor standingup to these enemies,
but who cannot withstand sugarcoated bullets; they willbe
. defeated by sugar-coated bullets." Chairman Mao issued
this call to the whole Party : "The comradesmust be helped
to remainmodest,prudent and free from arrogance and rashness in their style of work. The comrades must be helped
to preservethe style of plain livingand hard struggle."
During the socialist revolution, whenever our attacks
on the bourgeoisie and our victories over them become
the main trend, Chairman Mao invariably reiterates
various proletarian policies and reminds us to remain
prudent, help more people through education and
.( narrow the target of attack, unite with all forces that
can be united, and prevent and overcome the "Left"
tendency running counter to these policies. But when
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Our Party ConHtitutionclearly stipulates that the organizational principle of the Party is democratic centralism,
that is, centralism on the basis of d8mocracy and democracy under centralized guidance.. Both inside and
outside the Party, we must create a political situation in
which there are both centralism and democracy, both
discipline and freedom, both unity of will and personal
ease of mind and liveliness. Our Party is a militant
Party, and without centralism, discipline and unity of
will, it cannot defeat the enemy. But there can be no
correct centralism
without democracy. Therefore,
Comrade Mao Tsetung always opposes the practice of
"what I say counts" and advocates the practice of
"letting all people have their say." He opposes telling../
lies and advocates speak"ng the truth. He makes it a
requirement for successors to the revolutionary cause
of the proletariat to be bold in making criticism and
self-criticism. We should give play to our Party's traditional democratic style of work, constantly make criticism and self-criticism, uphold the truth and correct
mistakes. However, whether 'in army or in civilian
work, our democracy is aimed at consolidating centralism, strengthening discipline and raising militancy,
and not the opposite. Party committees at all levels
must institute and strengthen the Party committee
system, strengthen centralized leadership, prevent
excessive decentralization and the practice of "many
centres," that is, no centre, and must achieve unity in
thinking, policy, plan, command and action on the
basis of Mao Tsetung Thought and under the leadership
of the Central Committee of the Party with Chairman
Mao as its leader and Vice-Chairman Lin as its deputy
leader.

1

7. It is necessary to build a powerful people's army.
The historical experience of the Party shows that
"without a people's army the people bave nothing." The
( 75 )
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Chinese People's Liberation Army is a proletarian army
created and led by our great leader Chairman Mao and
c0mmanded
by Vice-Chairman
Lin. "Our principle is
that the Party commands the gun and the gun must never be
allowed to command ·the Party."
Upholding the Marxist-

Leninist line, Chairman Mao has defeated sabotage by
"Left" and Right opportunism, and as a re:,ult, our army
has grown in strength and become the pillar of our
dictatorshiP
of the proletariat.
The world will have
no peace as long as there are claf'ses, as long as there
is imperialism. The two superpowers,
U. S. imperialism
~ and Soviet revisionist
social-imperialism,
are toddY
contending and coll.uding with each other and pushing
politics of hegemony in a vain attempt to divide the
world. Japanese militarism, too, is tryin~ to realize
its old fond dream of the "Greater
East Asia Coprosperity
Sphere."
Therefore
on no account must
we ever overlook the dahger of their aggression and
subversion
against our·motherland.
Our principle is :
vie will not attack unless we are attacked;
if we are attacked,
We must never
for a
\ we will certainly counter-attack,

moment forget preparedness
against war, We must at
all times be ready to sI9-ash aggression
and subversion by any imperialism.
We are determined
to
liberate Taiwan. We need not only a powerful army but
also a powerful air force and a powerful navy. Not
only must we have a powerful regular army, we must
also organize the people's militia on a big scale, Thus,
should any imperialism dare to invade our country,
we will drown it in the vast ocean of people's war.
8, It is necessary
to uphold proletarian
internationalism.
Chairman Mao has always. educated
the
whole Par\y and the people of the whole country in'
proletarian
internationalism
so that they can overcome
both "Left" and Right opportunist
interferences
and
correctly handle the relation between the revolution
(
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Report on the Revolutionary Armed
Struggle in East Bengal
Under the leadership
of the Communist Party of
/ East Pakistan ( Marxist-Leninist),
the armed peasant
struggle began in East Pakistan in October,
1970 To
intensify the class struggle, to build the People's Libera_
tion Army and to seiZe Power locally, guerrilla units
led by the Party waged the battle of annihilation of
class enemies.
It Spread to various
Istricts and
Undfeds O!Youths Went to the rural areas to boldly rOUse
the
pOor Mao,
and landless peasants with the teachings of
Chairman
The U, S. imperialists,
the SOViet SOCial-imperialists
and theIr Indian henChmen had no time to lose, TheIr
old Conspiracy with the Awami League, a clique of
traitors, to turn East Pakistan into a base against reVolu_
tion, people and Socialist China developed feveriShly.
So began
on March 26 the counter-revnlUlionary
struggle under the leaderShip of the Awami League.
The imperialists,
the SOCial-imperialists, the Indian
eXpansionists and their Awami League
lackeys
had
been exploitlng fully the widespread
anger and disContent of the people with the rule of the reactionaries
and their imperialist masters, had been depicting the
big Pakistani compraders
as Wholly responsible
for
the misery and persecution
of the peOPle and had
been rousjng chauvinism as best as they Could, But
never for onCe did these "Jiberators" of the people
Of East Pakistan mention the Contradictions between
the people on the one hand and feUdalism, imperialism
and social-imperialism_the
most vicious enemies of
the people-on
the other.
(
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Thus the Pakistani ruling classes, which had been
opposing the U.S.-Soviet global war-strategy in this part
of Asia because of their contradi:::tion with the Indian
expansionists, were faced with a bitter struggle against
the Indian expansionists and the Awami League traitors,
who were supported by the new tsars of the Soviet
Union and other imperialist powers
But the Pakistani
ruling classes did not distinguish between the broad
masses of the people and a handful of enemy. agents
and did not try to win over the masses. Instead, because
of their basic contradictlOn. with the people, they wEnt
on committing unspeakable brutalities on the people
roused their bitterest hatred" drove most of them into
the camp of the enemy and thus indirectly helped tI e
imperialist and, social-imperialist
conspiracy
of di3membering Pakistan to succeed,
The revolutionaries
in East Pakistan could not rally behind the Yahya
government,
for support to the Yahya government
meant liquidation of the class struggle and support to
the rabid anti-people policies pursued by Yahya's army, '
Razakars and die-hard feudal elements, though. at the
same time, they realized that the main aspect of the
situation was the conspiracy of the imperialists,
the
social-imperialists
and the Indian expansionists.
The
call for a united front between the Yahya government
and the Marxist-Leninist Party which would retain its
independence
and initiative-a
united front that would
be directed not against the people
but against the
foreign interventionists
and their collaborators-was
futile, for the Marxist-Leninist Party had not acquired
sufficient strength to force the Yahya governmEnt to
agree to it Only by waging class war the Party could
develop that strength,
So, under the leadership
of the CPEP I(M-L),the
peasants' arrr.ed struggle for seizure of power locallY
\ Continued on po.ge.J.7}.· •. See contents)
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A Review of Armed St ruggle In
·
Birbhum
- West Bengal-Bihar Border
Region Committee,

cpr

(M-l)
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The
guerrillas from the rural areas around Sud said,
"Comrades, it is impos~ible to liberate oUI country without
\ ,"",ficing ou' lives." TheY 10ugH agaiost the reactionary
armed lorces of India and ,"crificed their lives. Th.,
gave their lives sa that our great revolution could march

I

ahead.
Comrades, this is Birbhum. Innumerable such scenes
are being enacted in die 'entire area from the deep jungles
lin far.aWay Santhal Pargan" to the v"t plains d Murshi'
dabad. Hundreds of thousands of peasants, in the area
have tasted power and their hearts are brimming with
revolutionary
ardour. This e",plosion of the class-hatred
of the awakened peasant masses is smashing that gang of
devils who have for ages been trampling the masses unJer
their feet. This prairie fire is reducing to ashes those
who have been sucking the blood 01 peasants for thousands
of, years and have showered insults and humiliation on
them in return. those who have forcibly taken away everything hom the peasants and have been compelling them to
lead a life of starvation and semi-starvation
aU through,
No reactionary power on earth has been able or shall be
this
able to arrest the march of this hurricane-violent
storm
a peasant uprising,
This is the experience of
history,
This is the law of revolution,
The Ch inese
revolution
has been succes-ful, revolutions
of tens of
millions of the world's people have been successful, our
revolution win also be succes3ful. Only, let us be steadfast
. in our loyalty to Mao Tsetung Thought, let us humbly
accept the leadership of our great Party, the cpr (M·L),
and of comrade
Charu
Mazumdar.
Comrade Charu
Mazumdar is the great helmsman of Indian revolution,
It is by depending on him that we shall have to sail acrosS

at

the ocean of revolution,
Why are we saying this?
Because. this is out
u
experience. This is the experience of the armed tevol '
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We have realized through our experience that it is as
much urgent to start quickly the campaign for annihilation
(If class enemies as to grasp the Party's class line. This is
because tbe Party's class line becomes more firm through the
campaign for annihilation of class enemies. The hatred of
ages is preserved in every particle of blood of the poor and
landless peasant,
Therefore, no other class is capable of
jumping upon the class enemy so successfully and with such
. intense cl:lsS hatred.
We think that the contradiction that
. exists between grasping the Party's class-line and initiation
of the struggle is resolved through this line- the campaign
for annihilation of class enemies. This is because if, in some
place, the campaign for annihilation of class enemies begins
at the initiative of intdlectual comrades, subsequently the
pOOr and landless peasants are impelled by their natural
class hatred to come forward, take iniriative in this regard
and assame their leading role in the struggle, Despite the
inclusion of poor and landle~s peasants in the guerrilla
squads the campaign for annihilation of class enemies in the
rural areas of Bolepur began at the initiative of intellectual
comrades.
But subsequently
the annihilation
campaign
\was conducted entirely at the initiative of poor and landIless peasants and under their leadership. In the absence
of inteUectual comrades they themselves planned annihilation of class enemies, In broad daylight they went to the
farm-yard of a class enemy, tied the enemy·s durwan, and
annihilated the enemy with traditional weapons after having
snatched his gun. In fact, the Party's class line has been
put on a firm footing by the political line gi ven by Comrade
Charu Mazumder and the various instructions given by
him from the time of the formation of the Party to this
day : ~take shelter in the houses of poor and landless
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their counter-revolutionary
violence against the
people. Think of ]959 and 1966. There was no Naxalbari
then. The Cpr (M-L) had not been formed then. Who
then killed hundreds of unarmed and hungry people with
lathis and bullets?
EVery year the feudal exploiters and
their hired goondas jump upon thousands of poor and landless peasants and conceal their bodies after murdering them,
And, afterwards, the,e men move about with Gandhi caps
on and are termed great.
Yes, the exclusive right to
counter-revolutionary
violence is Gandhism, and to oppose
{ that violence with revolutionary violence is Mao Tsetung
Thought. Violence, murder and war are inheren t in classd( vided society based on exploitation.
Only after a society
free from exploitation
is built through elimination of
COUll ter-revolutionary
violence by means of revolutionary
violence will violence, murder and war be effaced from
the face of the earth. This is the teaching of historical materialism.
This is Mlrxism-Len'inism'M'lo
rs~tung Tholgh t.
'I'hat is why wichout taking cover under any political
trickery we un~q uivocally ~i ve the call ~ Attack the hated
feudal lords, eliminate the counter-revolutionary
war of
their mercenary forces by waging re volutionary war, accept
humbly Comrade Charu Mazumdar's great line of .annihi1'1ting cIas~ enem ies.
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This line is grea t, because it 'is a wonderful tool f.Qr
obfIizing the poor and landless peasants and sharpening
~class strugl!le. It is the or.ly effective way of breaking the
firm grip of the class enemy on the villages. Keeping in
view the objective of seizure of power, we bave carried
forward the annihilatiol.l campaign.
Without the objective of seizure of power the annihilation
campaign is
meaningless. That is why Ne have selecte 1 the most

I
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annihilated and tbe others let free. The verdict of tbe masses
,was carried out, Since in the campaign for annihilation of
class enemies we followed this method-this
method of
depending on the broad peasant masses-we
were able to
mobilize and activate the vast numbers of poor and landless
peasants and simultaneously to further
strengthen tbe
Party's class line. The poor and landless peasant ~uerrillas'
have, instead of becoming isolated, learnt to depend all the
more on their own class.

I
I

We have learnt from our experience that the annihilation
/ campaign is not only a Very strong weapon for sharpening
the class struggle and for mobilizing the peasant masses. It
is also an effective way of isolating the revisionists.
As
soon as the struggle for annihiIiation of class enemies began
in the district, the leaders of the CPI, CPI (M) and
started a propaganda campaign against it.
They placed
before the poor and landless peasants the example of the
movement based on economism. Then they sought to keep
the peasant masses away from the CPI (M-L) by playing on
their fear of the police and the military,
Their dirty
character became clear to the peasant masses, On whose
side are those who create obstacles in the way of annihilati0n of class enemies?
It became as clear as daylight
that they are not certainly on the side of the pea~ants, The
fact is, as the campaign for annihilation of class enemies
progressed, the CPI (M-L) became the only party of peasants,
workers and other toiling people in towns as well as in
villages, The leaders of all the revisionist parties locked
their offices. and disappeared from the scene, Some workers
of these parties became inactive.
A considerable number of
their workers were influenced by our politics and left their
respective parties,

sue

THE STRUGGLE

IN TOWNS

As the campaign for annihilation
of class enemies
progressed in the villages, the tremendous impact of the
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:lrmed peasant s.truggle was felt in towns also. Responding
to the call of Comrade Charu Mazumc;ar, youths and
students of towns flung themselves into revolutionary
work.
Bolpur. Hetampur. Suri, Rampurhat, Na1hati - these small
and medium'sized towns of the district are surrounded by
villages. These towns have grown, mainly centring round
• the feudal lords of the villages. The main form of exploiI tation in these towns is usury. In the beginning the student
and youth comrades of towns propagated 10 urban areas the
party's politics. No~. under the impact of the armed peasant
struggle attack was launched also on urban reactionaries
who are mainly feudal. exploiters.
The Party's work in the
slums of the towns began and a few class enemies were
attacked in accordance with the wishes of the toiling people
Iii ving there. Attacks OIl;the police and their agents also
\ began. The objectives were: first, to mobilize the tolling
people i[1 towns (many of these toiling people have their
.a, relations in the villages. Naturally, the struggle in towns
will ha ve its impact on villages also) j secondly, to create a
certain amount of red terror, in towns and to reduce the
class enemies' oppression o~ th~ toiling people; thirdly, to
develop urban) ouths and students as fighting guerrillas;
fourthly, to harass the State machinery not only in villages
but also in towns and thus to attack the reactionary demons
from all sides, to strike at their hands, legs and headii.
We welcomed the attayk on the colonial educational
/ system and culture launch~d by youths and students, because
this education and culture
cripple
the
evolutionary
consciousness of students and youths and make them hate
and neglect workers, peasants and other toiling people.
That is to sav, we rejected totally Satyanarain's
hated
document regarding urban struggles and welcomed Comrade
. Cham Mazumdar's line as the most correct one. As the
urban struggle was built up as complementary to t'le struggle
v
in v1l1ages,.the gulf b~tw~en villages and tH1l1S WiS bridied

I
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The village chowkida1' has come along with tbe police and
they are carrying on repression in every house, The
chowkidar is helping the police to identify the houses of
active peasant workers. At this oppression on the people
and this enmity towards the Party, one comrade-a
landless
peasant guerrilla, 10 or 11 years old-was burning with class
hatred.
As soon as the police force withdrew, the young
guerrilla jumped on the chowkidar, annihilated him and said
in a loud voice. "Today or tomorrow, we shall in this manner
kill those who oppress the people."
Every day new men are born through the struggle against
selfishness, On the very night he was married, a peasant
guerrilla left for a place 10 miles away to participate
in the
campaign for annihilation of class enemies, When he was
askeJ not to do so, he said, "I am a guerrilla of the People's
Army. To me, the Pctrty and the interest of the struggle
are paramount,"
In the Rampurhat
area an aged landless
peasant handed over his 12-year-old son to the Party and
said, " Admit him into your guerrilla squad,
He will
certainly be able to fight."
This reminds us of one
incident.
During the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
in China a soldier of the PLA sacrificed his life while trying
to rescue people whoweremarooned at a flood affected place,
At the meeting called by the Party to mourn his noble
death, his aged father handed over to the Party his only
surviving son and said: "Admit him into the PLA. Let him
follow in the footsteps of my other sons and dedicate his
life to the cause of the people." Comrades, in India too, we
are witnessing the birth of new men who do not hesitate to
jump upon the enemy in the face of certain death, A bright
example of such self-sacrifice was set by two peasant guerrillas
of Chatra, a village in Suri. and an organizer-comradeComrade Lakl1hman Mal, Comrade Gopal Majhi and Comrade
RaghlJMth
Sengupta, The military and the police were
,
then carrying on repression in village after viltage. The
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resounded like the roar of a hundred thouf:and guns. On
behalf of the Party Comrade Charu Mazumdar i~sued the call
for arming the peasant squads by sE'izing rifles and g.llns.
Responding tei the call, revolutionary youths and students
and poor and landles8 peasants - in' sh ort, the Party with ./
its entire strength-threw
themselves into this struggle
in o~r area. Whether
in towns or villages, there began
a WIdespread mass movement for snatching rifles and ~
guns.

f

The first seizure of a rt. ~ in the district took place in
the Rampurhat area about the middle of March this :year.
The rifle was seized from the hands of the police. This
initiated the campaign for arming peasant fquads with guns
snatched from class enemies. On a average five to 10
.
'A
,
guns reached the Party every day, It became difficult for
us to keep Count of them.
This occurred at VinaYhhaban, Santiniketan, in Bolpur.
From investigations guerrilla comrades bad the impression
that two guards armed with rifles were on duty there .
.Arming themselves with traditional
weapons, 11 guerrilla
comrades went 'out in the evening. Final investigations
showed that there were on duty four guards, not two, and
each was armed with a rifle. Asked whether under the
circumstances the guerrillas should return without attacking,
the guerrilla commander said: "There is no question of
returning without making an attack-jump
upon them,"
With traditional weapons, the comradE's jumped upon the
guards, The other side started firing. Then began a handto-hand fight-a
tug-of· war with the rifles. The guards
went on showering bullets.
But the ir domitable guerrillas,
full of extraordinary
courage. were also desperate-they
were determined to snatch the rifles.
Ultima tely, the
guerrillas seized three rifles afeer bavil'g annihIlated
three
of the guards. One guard escaped.
In Ilambazitr

a squad composed jointlv
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of

pe8sants,

(It

~/

youths and students jumped tJpon a fbur-man police picket.
Since each of the four policemen surrendered by raising
hands, the comrades let them go after taking possession of
the four muskets.
[n lantipara in Birbhl1ID 10 guns of class enemies ·were
seized in a day. The next village is Parashia. The class
enemies of that village threw a challenge:
"Let the Naxals
come here, We shall blow the skulls off their heads,"
The guerrilla comrades took up the challenge and went out
with traditional weapons. There were 11 guerrillas.
With
their guns pointed, nine class enemies were waiting on tbe
roofs of their houses. A.s the guer.rillas entered tbe village,
tbey shouted ~logans: "Long live the CPI (M-L)", "Long
live Comrade
Cbam Mazumdar."
The class enemies
trembled in fear and started shooting at random, With
remarkable efficiency the guerrilla commander led his squad
forward,
His loud voice was heard:
"Comrades, ready.
Charge dynamite,-Well,
wait a little.
Allow them a
little time." As the guerrilla commander shouted like this
tram time to time, the comrades proceeded forward step by
step. Seized with terrible fear, one class enemy said, ·'Take
my gun and cartridges.
Do not blow uS off with dynamite,
~ons,I, The guerrillas then observed that two girls were
looking at them through the partly-opened
door of a class
enemy's hOl1se. At ence a guerrilla jumped on the door and
brought the girl; to the front of the guerrilla column, The
guerrillas then began marching, keeping the two girls at
the head of the column, The girls went cn shouting:
. Please do not shoot or we shall die," Some of the class
enemies surrendered immediately while tbe doors of the
other enemies' h,mFes were broken open and all their guns
seized. rhe guerrillas of the area set many other examples
of indomitable courage in braving the world combined with
skill in applying guerrilla tactics.
In one thana (police station area) in our area a poor
I
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jotedara,

one

after

another,

and

also seized

a few

guns.
On May 31 the house of Sudhir Mandai in Raipur, a
village in Bole pur, was attacked.
His entire property was
confiscated and distributed among the people. In broad
daylight, on June 2, a guerrilla squad of poor'and landless
peasants annihilated
in his own hOUle, Umapati Sadhu. a
notorious jotedar of Suru!, a village in Bolepur. On June
9 and 1.0, an ll-member
squad of the People's
Army
of Bolepur thana marched in the western part of the
thana. The houses of a few jotedars in Jadavpur, Sultanpur
and Bishnukhanda
were attacked,
their property was
confiscated
and distributed
among the peasant masses.
The guerrillas snatched 11 guns in all.
On June 15 a
guerrilla squad of landless p~asants of Bolepur thana walked
35 miles to Dubrajpur thana, joined force with the local
squad of landless peasant guerrillas and annihila:ted Subodh
Ghosh, a jotedar of Rajgunj village. On June 17 the
People's Army conducted a campaign in the eastern part
of Bolepur thana. Tarapada Chatterji, the nororius jotedar
of Mahadevpur, was tried at a people's court in the
presence of the broad masses and sentenced to deatb
in accordance with
the verdict of the people. The
houses of a notorious jottdar of Ch aripur village and of
Narayan
Hazra, the notorious jotedar of Madhyajara
village, were attacked.
These two jotedars succeeded in
escaping. Their entire property was seized, documents
burnt and the property distributed among th~ people.
The People's Army also got hold of two guns in the
course of this campaign.
In Suri area also a few class enemies and their agents
were annibilaied.
The guerrilla squads of the area seized.
on an average, four or fiv~ guns ~_day and took possession of about 50 guns in all.

In. MaYlJreswar tfpna of Birbhllrn a ,uertilla
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the struggle had atso its impa~t on SagarJighi area in
Murshidabad.
Guerrilla squads seized about 45 rifles and
gu~ in Sagardighi, Jangipur and Jiagunj thana/ A number
of guerriIIa squads of poor and landless peasants a&seD;1~I~d
at a Place and marched through some villages in ~he area.
Three class enemies were anQihilated and about 20 gu,ns
were seized by squads of poor and landless peasants.
Class 'enemies were also ,killed in Sitalgram. BujUJ;lg and
another village in Nalhati thana, The storm of thi~ struggle
also hit ~ajmahal area ,in San thaI Pargan,as. In tha~, are~,
too, three money. en eri> an jowaars 0 three vUlages were
annihilated.
.
.
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In fact. the entire area was swept by the huge storm of
a peasant unpheaval dudng the three months of May, Jun~
a~d July. The class ~neJ;ll,ieshave become terribly panicky
and have be,en ~!Irown into utter: confusion. But the
revolutionary temper of the peasant masses is ~JCcelIent.

THE TEMPER OF THE PEOPLE AND THE"
PANIC AMONG THE ENEMIES
The. storm of less than three months' armed revolutionary
struggle appears to have changed, in the people's view, the
complexion of the entire world. On one hand" they are
having the taste of freedom and enjoying the panic among
the class enemies. On the other, they are enforcing their
own rights.
To safeguard these rights and to establish
them still more firmly, the people are helping the armed
struggle in different ways.
\V;hen our People's Army
marched in one village dter ~other, the people gave them
infoJ:mation about the enemy, arranged food and aCcommodation· for the Army and guided it through vUlage roads.
(During
the Army's march in we3t Bote pur lOQ,to 200
peasants particJpated in its actions in each village. In m;\ll,.y

I
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caSeSthe people themselves snatched guns, placed them. on
;l their shoulders, marched in their respective
villages and
shook the entire villages with skgans-"Long
livt Naxalbari,"
"Long live cpr (M-L)," "Long live the great leader, Comrade
Charu Mazumdar," "A long, long life to Chairman Mao."
/'In wme cases landless peasants proIDylgated. to the beat of
drums, the rule of the revolutionary
peasant committee
throughout
the village. In some places they themselves
fixed the rates of wages of poor and landless peasants
working for the landlord on daib basis or for long periods.
\
In the rural areas of Sud the peasant masses summoned the
class enemies to appear before the revolutionary
committee
and place before it all facts relating to their property. The
peasant masses of one village in Bolepur served an order on
five jotedarB, to leave the village and instructed them not to
come back before 1975. Today we are realizing through
our experience the correctness of the saying of the great
Lenin, "Revolution
is a festival of the masses." That is
why the people are helping the armed peasant struggle in
various ways,' Some peasants of Bolepur went to Burdwan
for earth-cutting work. There was no work for them, so
they decided to do something for the Party before returning.
/~ They attacked the houses of class enemies in a village there
and deposited three guns with the Party on their return to
Birhbum.
As we have been able to go deep aIDong poor
and landless peasant masses no reactionary power on earth
can uproot our Party from the villages. That is why,
desPite severe police 'repression and torture of peasant
women by India's reactionary military, the peasant masses
have risbd everything to protect the Party.
This is their
~
Party. They have realized that so long only "magi5trates
are allowed to burn down houses· and they "are forbidden
even to light the lamps." Toda, tbey have earned that right
through this Party. They are not afraid of oppression. Is
oppression somethin g neW to the tens of millions of poor and
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hack and raised slogan, of o..lr Pdrty.~ In a loud voice, they
said: "We were 'forced to join' the 'volunteer' party.
Don't
kill us. Come, we shall show you the jotedar's house." The
comrades attacked the jotedar's house and, after seizing
another double- barrel gun and some cartridges,
left the
village before dawn, Unable to rely On 'volunteer'
parties,
/ the jotedars in many places are now handing over their guns
to the Party to save themselves.
The entire police force of the district was immobilized
'!.nd;? the impace of the armed peasant struggle.
The police
force became terribly panicky after policemen bad been
attacked a~d their ~i~les snatched in six or seven places and
the CampaIgn for selzmg guns under the leadership of the
Party fQrged ahead, In some places the guerrillas of the
Party took cover after annihilating class enemies and waited
for hours for the police force to arrive so that they could
attack ie. But they had to come back disappointed as the
police did not' arrive even after several hours. In one area in
Ahmedpur the police arrived after the annihila tIol'l of a class
enQmy. While inspecting the body, the officer-in-charge warned
his companions: "Hold your rifles properly. This is not an
ordinary murder.
This murder has been committed by the
Naxalites."
The village reactionaries
insisted:
"Let a
police dog be brou~ht here. Tben only we shall allow the
body to be removed."
Making faces at them, the officerin-cbarge said: "What will the dog do? It will just go
about and if it finds a mound it will urinate there. Police
dogs cannot save you. If you want to be saved, pray to
Him."
He finished speaking by pointing a finger at toe
sky and then quickly left the place with the body. At
present thousands of members of the armed forces have been
deployed in the district but they ~ot~ain:ping
anywhere
in the villages. In the "encirclement
and suppression"
campaign in one area in Bolepur, 97 vans and 7,500 military
ersonnel' were deployed. Sev~re repression is only iID.> el1ing

I
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thou~ands of peasants to rally more firmly round the Party.
fhey have placed before the Party tbe demlind : '~You have
annihilated
jotedars.
Now you should annihilate
the
military:'
The seeds of active resistance are being sown
gradmlly by the masses themselves.
They are spreading all
r sorts of stories to hoodwink the enemy. When the military
arri ved at one place after annihilation
of an enemy. the
people said: ''The murder was committed bv outsiders who
were in,, shorts and shirts and had caps on." Where the
guerrillas had come with two, rifles, the people spread
the story that they had "come with 20 to 25 rifles and
bagloads of bombs." The
Indian
Army
is
~ .... 'invincible'
terribly
afraid of bombs. Whenever
armymen arrest
peasants tIley invariably say: "Tell us who are the people
that make bombs"
They are desperately searching for
men of "the murderen Party." Some time ago some guerrillas
and an organizer-coPlIade
were arrested at a place in
Rampurhat.
They were taken to the army major. The
'jawans' had great faith in the major and believed that he
would be able to recognize who were the men of "the
m'urderen Party."
The comrades were made to stand in a
row, Looking his usual 'serious' self, the major observed
the faces of the comrades and said like a wise man: "There
is no member of the murderen Party among these men. They
are all destitute people,"
The destitute pea~ant masses are
today enjoying such incidents,
Instead of stories of ghosts,
giants and demons, the peasant ma!lses now love to hear
stories of the revolutionary struggle, Their revolutionary
/ imagination has been fired through revolutionary
struggle.
They are dreaming dreams of revolution. They are composing
songs of revolution,
In their revolutionary
imagination
some one has seen Comrade Kanu Sanyal in his area, another
is saying that the Radio has broadcast the news of annihilation of four joteda~'s, while some other peasant has heard,
that a 10-year-old girl has annihilated a policeman. Comrade

I
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the objecti-"ie of seizure of political
pO VIet. Then 'why
should we not be able to start, from the very beginning, the
work of building up revolutionary
peasant committees as
organizations for seizure of political power? Why should
we not be able to start the work of building a new society
simultaneouslY with the destruction of the old social system T
How will it be pos5ib1e for our People's Army to continue
to remain in the villages unleiis we take up the task of
establishing the political rights of the peasant masses and
organizing them politically by making them participants
in
the activities of the revolutionary
peasant tommittees?
Will not exclusive attention to the spreading of the struggle
at the cost of this work threaten the enti~e existence of the
Party in rural areas? Have we not already had some such
experiences?
Comrades, we, theref.re, consider the task of forming
revolutionary peasant committees as a very important one.
We formed revolutionary pea~nt committees at some places
" ,in the area. ~t is our experience that as soolf as the
campaign for annihilat,ion of class enemtes b~gins, it is
possible to form revolutionary
peasant committees with
poor and landless peasan~s ~ho are, on the whole" active.
At the initial stage middle peasants should not be included
in these committees.
It takes some time to establish the
leadership of poor and, landless
peasants over these
committees. The level' of political consciousness of the poor
and landless peas.ants needs to be raised. Otherwise, middle
peasants who are good at talking lord it over poor and
landless peasa,Q.ts and establish their leadership over the
cOqlmitte . It is also our experience that if an act~ve
es
supporter of the Party from among landless peasants or a
landless peasant guerr,Ua is gi ven the responsibility ~o form
a revo~utionary peasant cOq1mittee. it yields good results.
This task should not be entrusted to ~i1.Y organi~er belonging
J

to the wtel~lj1eD,tsiatbecause in. ~hat case

"
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work, lr is w,th theS" political and ideological weaPO'" that
we will have to equip every Party uoit and guerrilla Squad.
As';'e ignored this political aod ideological "",;k in respect.
at peasant. guerrillas. as we did not entr",t them with
,greater responsibilities in orgaoizing the people, as we did
not help them sum up their concrete experiences•. we could
. not develoP a greater number of organiters and politic"!
commissars from among poor and landless peasant cadres
ani and

=,

guerrillas, Without fulfilling these taSks. the org
belonging to the intelligentsia used almost their eotire energy
to plan how to spread the struggle, We have realited that
ote
it is a fatal mistake at this stage of the struggle to ign
the taSk of develOping p"""nt
guerrillas as political.

·1

•

hilized
organizers.
Our ~n
was that although we mo
the people throvgJi,the campaign for annihilation of cia,.
enemies we terribly ignored the task of organiziog them.
io
Comrade Char;; Mazomdar taught us on different occas '"
that if the peasant. maSSeswere to he organized. we would
have to set uP PartY units and form more and more peasant
guerrilla squads from among them. huild Revolutionary
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Coinmitt
and organize village self-defence fnrc
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the Committees. Cnmrades. we have neglected verY much
th~ .task of organizing the people through these four t~
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was that in some areas the guerrilla

form of the struggle waS overlooked and the guerrill",
accompanied by hig groups, devoted their energy for hou"
to.holding ttialsof class enemies. annihilation or conli",ation
of p.ropertY, The guerrillas cannot he develOpedas fight""
throull such campaig"" Many join these groupS in a
rather hplayfol spirit and.create confusion. The secrecy about
the campaigns is lost, We must encourage couragem"
campaigns conducted by small guerrilla sqoado in the
guerrilla style fn special circumstances in which the e""my
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is conJu~tej by depeniing on the class hatred of the broad
peaS.lnt maS5eE, the Party's mass' base is strengthened
quid:lyani the dev,;lopment of armed strug~l(' is speedeJ up.

{4l When the struggle enters a new phase o-Ythere is ~ 1Jra1it~tive change, organizational isolation develops'_naturally.
That i:; to say, the organization is then unable to (work itl
t:me with the new stage of the struggle, Therefore, it
becomes necessary to thoroughly remould the
Party
. orgrtnization a~ ea~h stage of development of the struggle.
(')) The tide of the ~tru5g1e and the wide extension of the
mASs base, on many 'occasions, generate slackness among
comrades in regard to the grasping of pqlitics. At such a
time the Party's class line 5houLd be grasped more firmly.
Revolutionary
consciousness and alertness
should be
deVelopedfurther.
How fast an area takes the form of a liberated area
depends'on how successfully the gun-collection, campaign can
be carried forW:ad in that area under the Leadership of
the guerrilla squads of popr and landless peasants and 0111
how succeSsfully the peasant g,uerrilla squads can be armed
,with guns.
'-

'IJ(6)

It is not possible to consolidate the strength of tbe
. broad masses without forming revolutionary committees
-'and village self-defence units under them. Revolutionary
committ'ees will not be formed spontaneously.
(7)

The revolutionary ~ommittee will hav~ to be formed
with the help of some active peasant worker or peasant
guerrilla, who will p,ace before that committee the C)litical
. line of the Party.
If emphasis is laid on the formation .of
the revolutionary committee's militia or village self-detehce
'squads, the committee, in enforcing its laws in the village,
will be dependent on the village self-defence squads under
it, instead of being dependent on the PLA. This will help
realize the objective of arming the people.
/8)

Party ca~res or committees will have to
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giv~ e~sis

~I

mainlY to the task of raising the political consciousness of
the. guerrillas, who are the main force in consolidating the
people's ~trength even during the perio:! of' the' high tide
of struggle, In the face of the enemy's "enc:irlcement and
suppression" campaign the Party will have to shoulder the
responsibility of preserving the entire strength' of the
, .
peasant guerrill,as'by spreading the struggle in the form
.

1

of waves.
.
(9') Only after the class line of the landless peasant is
establi;>hedthrough struggl~ is it possible a~d desirable to
build a united front with .the other forces of revolution,
i10l pdorty must be given to the struggle for creating
neW men. 'Th~t is why the courageous campaigns of small
guerrilla squads 'armed with traditional weapons should be
encouraged simultaneously with the sharpening of the fight
against the concrete manifestations of revisionism among

l

the peasantry,
, (11) Excessive <;>r
ganizatiQnal centralism is an obstacle to
the development of stru~gle. If area committees and
guerrilla squads are encouraged to take. initiative independently, keeping'the Party's politics' in the forefornt, it
will help the development of the stru~gle.
(12') The carrying forward of the work of propagating the
Paty'S politics ~y relying on t;>e<l:saut
cadres and guerrillas
.isone of the cOl1ditionsfor the ~eve16pInentof struggle.
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Comrad~,
We have had tWO entirely new exeriences in the cour&t
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Comrades) we know that "Ce may ,uifer,,&ethack,s,our
struggle"may be ot;emporar,i~ybe'''-ten in one Qr two arecis,
·The path.oI, revolution, ;,..,igzag. T~t;,
why we do~qt
.think 01an
victory. .We will ha.. to advance through
a prot'acted war. , ;r~e, OOlaq'1' 01, lorc" 'l' 1,e we,enq4rt
&e1_ and' 'he .enemy, ",ill. ·4;<ye \0, he cbange~ g,•.duaJly.
Cbai'man Mao..ru.s&aidtba, we ,'fill. have to view, 'he enemy
&erious1yfrom ;he, tactical l>oi'\\ rot view, to a,"~ the
enemy', "rength in planning every attack, to. tackk tbe
enemy, part by parti·} ~Ollthful by moutMul ' by spreading
guerriIJa war skilfulbr"and thus finish him qff~1
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Com>ade5, today, ·the People', A'my .h•• been fo'med
under tbe" leadetabip '01 OUr great Party. '. What We need
i, a ba&e area. BDt how and where can we' hui1d our
00" area? Must we . leave the people and ""'reb lor
mountains and jungle areas for this? Or, mUst We
cry a halt to the struggle in the vast Plains of West Bengal
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to find himself in the helpless positioll o,f.):qv;ng,to)spread
his ten fingers in ten dIrections. Tbe more we 19rasp, under
Comrade Gbaru Muum:lu's leaderShip, the Party'S correct
Political ~nd ideological line' through the performance:61
th",e task, and a Continual fight again" the incorrect lin.,
the more,firmly united W? shaH be. A welI-built revolutionary Party organization wilI develop thus. A deeply-rooted
mass base, a strong PeopIeJs Army, a st.1jongParty organization-these three requir~ments of a base area are not 8UC'h
that these can be met easily within a short time. Comraa..,
'fighting shoulder to shoulder with all other COmradesof the
Party. ,{,lnder Comrade Charu Mazumdar's leadership, 'we
are, at ,)tiJis sta.!!e of th~ struggle, marching forward.to
carry
oU,t the area.
difficult task of- fUIfilIing the conditions .of
l;miIdingabase
Comra~es, the struggle between the two lines within the
'Party has sh"peneQ
We are viewing thi, struggle as a
question of uniting ourselves even more firmly un<kr
Comrade Chaiu Mazumdar's leadership. Tod.a'y we must
hold aloft th~ 'line of Comrade Charu Mazumdar to contpletely defeat the heinous conspiracy of those who, wlu1e
remaining inside' the Party, are seeking to set up a,rlval
'Party Centre by sacrificing the principles and lDethOdsof' .
. carrying oil inner-party struggle. Despite the introduction
hy the Party leadership of the eOrrect democratic method of
circulating the di"entients' say at aU levels ofthe Part",
these conspirators are circulating outside the P~rty the
'views' of their clique in the name of the Party thro,;g!,
es
lDanif _
and leaflets, are challenging the centraIio",""
veryessential for a secret revolutionary,- Party and are ihI.
trying to make the Party appear ..belpless in the
enemy attacks. 'Xle want to clearly tell those who are~
this that this is not the perio:l of indulging in jargoll8 aftet,
withdraWing from struggle. Asit Sen, Nagi Reddy and
Satyanaraya, have, for 'uch practices, been throWn into
the dustbin of history. The same fate awaits these peopk.
~"M
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Comndes, today, we must take upon our shoulders th~
~cted duty 'of e~tabli~hing ~ev'e~'mof:e; flnith' the g'reat
leadership of Comrade Chanl Mazumdar, Establishisng the
authority of Comrade Charu Mazumdar means g,rasping the
Party's class line~ propai'ating'dle 'politics of the "Three
Constantly-Read Articles" ,for'rriinif more alid more peasant
guerrilla sq:u~ds;"dev~loping" poor 'a;d landless 'peasants a's
org:lnlzers;':int~nsifyirig' the' campaign' fo'r annihilation of
Class'enemies, -arming more and mote' peasa'nt squads by
iritensifyitfg..the campaign 'for sei'zure of rifles and guns,
setting' {fp 're~olutionary' peasants' committees, carrying
forward' .the work of land' reforn1s, estilblishin'g' peasants'
1Jo1iti~ar'p6~;er, building ~p ~i'~~st,'red area, intensifying
the fi~ht: agai~st, ',revisiClJ;lisip,:carryin'g' forward the struggle
,~,
,"' ~.... ..•
.
~
.
.
for ,creatml1;' new men imbued with the spirit of self-sacr~Jice, . m~qiUzing ,the wor.1e.irg,class .in tl,1epolit}cal struggl'e
e.Ifd d,efeatin.f5" ~hrough ,all these· the anti-China war
.. ,
,.
.
ffJn~pir:'lcy'·on .tqe soil of India In , brief" establishing the
•~u~ho!:ity of Com~ade Ch,aru., Mazumdar means applyi~g
"MaQ :rsetung Thought .in the cO,n-creteconq.itions of India
successful
.and "making Ind.ia's
" great, revolution
....."
,.,
... ,
-.

'.

'.

. ~oday , 'the red sun
f
'. '
appearance of tlie's'u'n ._"~'
.
Naxalbarl
has taken on the
as It l' b ,',
thee" morning and is hi'
s etween 'eight" .and
. '~
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mne III
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t Y In the Sl.- '
- ,Low. Ii . h
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If>
ve t egreat' C'ommumst" p'
' ,,
P
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arty of India (M:.L) .,
Long-live 'Our,dear lead
martYr,s!
~
, ' .'
the
Mazumdar! " , '"
,er and -helmsman .comrade Ch
A long I
l'
,
,-, .., '
ar-u
, , " , ang ife to the helm'
,Chairman Mao!."
_
sman
. , 'of,the WOrldrevotut£on.,
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Comrades,. today we must sweep off 'our minds all
;tPQlJ~ht.it,thatbteeds'
doubt, ressimism 'and weakness.
:=rOday,' there 'are' with' u~in Birbhum, and 'all along its
'border, with other ,areas hundreds of thousands of poor
,.peasants; I thousands' of revolutionaries' imbued with the
sj:tirit,'of self-;acrifiee a1jd we have about '200 guns and
,':"rjfl(ls.",Look; ahead,' comrades, arid see' how along the path
-madeicuiimson .with 'the blood, of Comrade BabV.1al,Comrade
'11r'mjim; and 'buendreds Of 'other martyrs ,is m'arching our
~)gi~-{ ~eople"sbiberation
Army, at the head of which is
:\.tReHa,rtdless
peasant commander with a rifle on his shoulders
,
or"Ene helmsman of the 'world' revolution, Chairman Mao,
"'bas ~ntlliis blessings, "You are the h0pe of India". With
us'is ,Comrade Chanl Mazumdar, Who can stop us ?
<

.
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wbenever tbere are serious setbacks, ideological confusi()R
6ets in, giving birth to doubts regarding the Party's general

~----------~.....--'::---

j

line ar.tdJ.!:sta~,
-.{ ,,' Such.is the situation the Party is facing today in our
state and throughout the country,
In our state, the ideological confusion, besides the loss
of leadership, has\ecome a bi~ obstack to the 'advancement
~

,of our revolutionary struggle,
,~\.\
Unless we successfully overcome this ideological confusion (that is, .unlesswe achieve ideological unification in the
Party on the basis of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought!, we can neither find out the real causes of our
past setbacks nor carry forward the struggle with correct
understanding, Concerning our mistakes both in theory
and in practice in the course of our struggle for the last
three years and our mistakes in underst~nding w~ich persist
even today, it is necessary to come to clear-cut decisions
on the basis of resolution~ .ado ted in ~our Party Congress,
s~as to play successfully our proper' role in the Iridian

\1

-Iv , ••••,

revolution "j/ch is a part of~orld revolution.
.
.
Only tbencan
we overcome the present IdeologIcal
confusion that has become an obstacle to our revolutionary
practice, Only tben can, our stru!!!!le advance irresistibly,
With this aim in view the Andhra State Committee is
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addres'5inl!tbis Party letter to' all .comrades in Andhra,
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regarding .our liberation struggle:
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THE

INDIAN
EXPANSIONISTS
AND
MASTERS
ARE DOOMED

THEIR

BACKED by differen~ imperialist powers, especially the
Soviet social-imperialists, and condemned by all the progressive forces of the world, the Indian expan,sionists
attacked Pakistan. and have occupied the whole of East
Pakistan-a
land of 75 million people, Savage wars of
aggression were launched by Hitler "to save the world from
international
communism"; by Tojo to build up t~e
"Greater East Asia ~o-prosper1ty Sphere" ; by the U.S,
iqIperialists "to defend the Free World;'; and the Soviet
social-imperialists invaded' and overran Ciechoslovakia in
.August 1968 and thus repeated Hitler's performance in
order "to defend sQcialism and the socialist community" !
Now, plotting in secret for several years with the U,S,
imperialists and the Soviet social-imperialists, the Indian
expansionists launched on November 21 last a most shameless
war of aggression against Pakistan with the slogan of
"liberating Bangladesh" _that is, "liberating" one part of
Pakistan from another part -! ,The imperialists and the
social-imperialists and their expansionist henchmen have a
nice, convenient vocabulary. So they charge with opposite
meanings the most beautiful words of' men. Their "Free
World" means the world ruled by the imperialists-a world
really slave; their "Socialism" mealls social-imperialism';,
their "democracy" means fascism; their "liberation" means'
>

enslavement.
The war of aggression against Pakist.an, denounced by
the entire progressive world; was the culmination of more
than a decade-old imperialist conspiracy to force Pakistafl
to join India as a s:.;.bordinate in an alliance directed against
Socialist China and the world revolution. Several' yearS
. ago, a pamphlet, issued by USIS in Dacca and withdrawn
later under pressure, harped on the e.conomie, political and
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ooldiem, called the "Mukti Bahini", Were fotmafly PUt
under the command of the Indian army. WIt n "" than
four weeks the Pak!;t.ni army~akist.ln
SUrrendered.
At a puhlic meeting at Lucknow- on January 8, Indira
Gandhi congratulated hernelf on this naked inVasion and
forcible OCCUpationof East Pakistan by saying that the
mistake of partitioning the COuntry in 1947 had been
corrected n"", with the "liberation of Bangladesh".
(Ananda Bazar Patrika, January 9, 1972).
How could the reactiooary Indian army and i•.•PupPet
troops win '0 easHy in East Pakistan?
The helpI""ness 0/
the Paki,tani
army Was due not 00 much to materials
conditioo , which Were indeed difficult, but to its Very Poor
morale. This armY as well as the para"Inilitary organi •• tio
named the Razakars and other lascist gangs cOlIllnitted suchn
unspeakable barbarities on the peoPle that the PenpIe who
bad been mootly disillusioned about Mujib and the treacher.
ous Awami League Soon after March 25, Were extremely
anxious to get rid 01 their rulers. It Was this Utter isolation
from the peOple and their inteuse hatred that Were the
causes ofore
the low morale and helplessness 01 eht Paki,tani
army bel
the Indian invaders. One need not be ,urprised
il there w•• treacherous collusion between Pakistan; men
at the top and the imperial~ts for dismemberment of
Pakistan,

The recent even" have proved that the compradors,
who rely on their masters and not on the -pIe,
can hardly
op"""" their masters' Policies for a long time. The Pakistani
compradors °P!>OSedrather timidly the U.S."Soviet !!lobal
war ..•trategy in this part of Asia for some time becan", of
their Contradiction with the Indian eXJ>ansiOnis
•.•, who
threatened their Very existence. - While oPPosing their
.masters· Policies, they SOught crumbs from the same -ters'
table and allOwed their people to be fleeced by them. Their
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opposition could not be effective enough beca,use of their
dependence on the imperialists on th? one hand and their
basic contradiction with the people on the other. One can
see that the compradors' must kiss: the very feet that tread
upon them.·
"
. So .the aim of the U.S. imperialists, the Soviet socialimperialists and the Indian expansiOli.ists to' turn East
Pakistan into a protectorate and a ,base against, Socialist
China and the world revolution has been achieved-for the
time being. Were the U.S.imperialists opposed to the creation
of "Bangladesh"? It will be naive to think so, for this was
the very thing they had been trying to accomplish for the
last few years. While the. support of the Soviet socialimperialists wa~ open and unashamed, the U.S. imperialists'
support to the Indian' aggression was both open and hidden.
A number of very important representatives of the U.S.
ruling circles like Senators Kennedy and. Adlai Stevenson
came to India to provide open encouragement and suppor~
f to the Indian expansionists, and the leading organs of the
, U.S. ruling classes like New York .y imes and Washington
) Post were loud in supporting the Indian reactionaries' role.
,~The U.S. government refused to call India an' aggressor and
\ did little to support Paki"an, except introducing some
il\effective and unsatisfactory resolutions at the U.N.a.
'l
'
, h;stead of ;blaming J.ndia, U.S. Secretary of State William
I Rogers has blamed Pakistan. According to an AFP report
from' Washington, dated January 29, Rogers said on the
previous day that "the USA recognized that it was Pakistan
which had originally created the problems that led to the
, Indo-Pakistani war". Rogers also said that the USA intended
) to have realistic rela~ions with all nations in South Asia,"
~Statesmal1, 30. 1. 721 Notorious McNamara, World Bank
chief, who was former U.S. War Secretary, visited Dacca,
besides New Delhi, asked,Mujib to join the U.S.-dominated
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, and'assured
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It may he recalled that Indira Gandh;, the arch Indian
reactionary, hailed the Soviet plot cif the "A,{"n Collective
Secur;,y SYStem" Iwhich is similar tn the Japanese imperi •..
,lists' "Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere") frOm the
V~yyheginning and Peddled it ~among reactionaries in other
countri ••,
ar On June 30, 1969, she said in Diakarta, 'We
think th if the smem is based on econOmic co-operation,
then India is for it,' She fUrther said, "W •. think thar
econOmic co-operation will not itself solve the (security)
problem hut wllJ be a step tOwards dol
sO.. She wanted
ng
'SOmesmem of guarantee,." for "Asian security" by maior
POwers, One rememhers that these People have a curioUs
v';"ahulary, ACcording to the reactionaries and revisionists,
the security of a COUntry is not enSured by the withdrawal
' of an imperialist Power but by its replacement by anotber
imperialisteseor ,social-imPeriaiist POwer, IOtherwise, aCCOr'
ding to tb
People, th"e wonld he a "POwer .acnnm, "I
Tbey
talk
of
ensnring
secnIity while tbey actnally trample
UPon it, as in East Bengal..
.

.

Armed to the teeth by tbe SOviet SOcial-imperialists and
sUPPOrted by other i"'Periali"",
the Indian exPansionists
ba.e, like vultures, swooPed UPon, East Beng,l and turned
it into a protectorate to he iointly ruled and fleeced hy
them and their _ters,
A large Indian atmy remains
tbere as an army of OCcUPation, According to a
rePort,
"Bangladesh Foreign Minister" Sarna<!, during his tal1rs
with Jagii"n Ram, exchangi,d ideas on long-term co-opera_
tion in the defence sector to safeguard the secnrity of the
two cOnntries, (Statesman, 7, I, 72) So, after fulfilling the
historic task of "liberating" "Bangladesh", lagjiven Ram',
ar",y will stay on there in order to fnifil another historic
taSk-that
of defending it, Two facts are illuminatUrg,
First, the entire "Mukti Babini ", ,the regular army of '
"Bangladesh", is still being Paid its ••• ges and SUPpliedwith
rations as dnring the "iberation
struggle,"
Secondly,

Pn
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Boards at different levels-from
the Centr\ll Board to the
Sub-divisional Board3-'-have been set up to recruit, organize
and train the national militia, which will chiefly perform
police duties, and these will all have Indian "advisers"
to guide. them. To be "liberated"
by Indian arms and
to play at decision-making under the shadow of Indian arms
is' "liberation:',
"independence",
"sovereignty"· and what
not! Mujib, the puppet prime minister of "independent ana,
sovereign Bangladesh", even echoed Nehru,
" 'Bangladesh" ,
h~ told a press conference on January 14, "would have a
socialistic

pattern

of economy,

this would be democratic,"

But the process to· aclueve

~Statesman,

15, 1. 72)

The Indian compradors have been cherishing wild dreams
of expansion for a Icing tim~. As early as 1945, when India
was still a colony, Nehru wrote in "The Discovery of:India"·:
"The Pacific is likely to take the place of the Atlantic in
the future as a nerve centre of the world, Though not
directly a Pacific state, India will inevitably exercise an
important influence there, India will also develop as the
centre of economic and political activity in the Indian Ocean
area, in South-east Asia and right up to the Middle East,
Her position gives [her] an economic and strategic importance in a part of the world which is going to develop
rapidly in the future."
(Signet Press, April 1956 edition,
p. 569\ Since direct British rule ceased, the Indian compradors have used the State· machinery to pile up huge
bureaucratic capital while plunging the masses int9 an abyss
of dismal misery and destitution,
At the same time they
~ave tried every ~eans to realize their expansionist ambicions: ~mmediately after coming to power they marched
:roops upto the illegal McMahon Line and beyond, occupied
Kashmir and turned
Sikkim and Bhutan into their pro'
:ect~rates;
they trj~d to grab Nepal with the help of some
'~tOuges,but failed The emergence of the People's Republic
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new~born State" and supplyi~~ all its needs. For this
purpose they have 'not. only kept the army there but have
also sent a substantial number of civil and police officers.
They have also undertaken the printing of currenoy notes
for "Bangladesh" and agreed "to look after the new nation's
trade for some time." The Indian compradors are getting
East Bengal's damaged roads. railways, bridges, power houses,
ports etc. repaired by Indian engineNs and technicians.
They expect a flourishing and lucrative , "trade" with East
Bengal.' They hope to dump textiles, coal, cement, petroleum
arid various other shoddy produ~tsof theirs (which have no
market elsewhere) in the East Bangal market at high prices
and to buy' cheap differe.nt things like raw jute, hide and
skin, newsprint, paper etc. . The Indian jute industry had
it never so well during the last 24 years as in these days.
The Indian compradors are seeking ways of investing capital
in East Bengal in collaboration with foreign capital. During
the last few days Dacea was visited not only by D, P. Dhar
, and his men but also by economic, shipping; insurance and
aviation delegations .fro~ India. So the Indian cOIDpradors
have aSsumed the task of controlling every :Sphere of life
of the people of' East Bengal-including
their education.
So they are jubilant in the hope that through "aid" on the
iniperialist pattern and unequal trade, they ~i1l be able 'to
suck the blood of the already impoverished, people of East
Bengal. Not only Indian ,:ultures but also vultures from
different imperialist' and, revisionist countries are flocking to
have a share of the feast that is "liberated Bangladesh,"
The U.S. monopplists, too, are represented by the World
. Bank chief McNamara and "others.
What kind of liberation hav~ the Indian "liberators': of.'
"Bangladesh" achieved for the people of .India? While
accumulating huge capital, many' times of what they had
24' yearS ago, in coliabor3;tion . ~ith foreign plund,erers, they
b~ve . brought ,cruel) sufferipg aI].d aog)Jish... shame· :aNd
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In this task they are being faithfully assisted as ever hy
both the Dange and Sundarayya-Gopalan- Jyoti Bose cliques.
Immediately after the Indian expansionists had'launched on
, November 21 a large-scale attack on East Pakistan from
different sides, Dange said that the Indian working class
was fully prepared to carry out their tasks "in defence of
their country," He referred to cases of victimization of
thousands of workers on the railways an~ of ma~y others
in the Defence, Posts and Telegraphs and other.sectors,
He
shamelessly told his masters that if the reactionary government continued victimization there might not r-e a bre~kdown of production, but efficiency would be affected, And,
he pleaded, "We shall try to hold down the temper of
workers, but how long can that be possible?" The working
committee of Dange's AITUC met at this time and stated
in a resolution that "in the face of Pakistani intrusions into
Indian air and'land space. there was no altermitive for India
but to hit back at Pakistan," It called upon all trade
unions and workers "to fulfil t.heir tasks" lStatesmc.r,
27, 11. 71 L These running-dogs of imperialism, socialimperialism and domestic reaction tried their utmost "to hold
down the temper of workers" when the reactionary ruler~
ruthlessly oppressed the :",orkers and carried 'on a policy
of plundering, maiming and killing people both at home and
abroad. The Sundarayya-Gopalan- Jyot.i Bose clique vied
with the Dange clique in supporting the criminalaction5
of the Indian expansionists and their puppets-Mujib
and
the Awami League-and' thus prpved themselves to be
faithful running dogs of imperialism, social-imperialism and
domestic reaction. As early as' October 17, 1971, A. K.
Gopalan, CPI \,M) leader, publicly declared his party'5
unequivocal support to the ruling cla~ses "if there was any
thrl::at or aggression from Pakistan", He also said that "the
C P I l M ) would not object to th~ Central Government
declaring ~ national emergency to meet the threat of aggression",. \.Statesman, 19.10,71) Like their masters, the
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REPORT

FROM ANDHRA

"Srikakulam. is A'live, the ArmedStruggle in Srikakulam is Alive"
"To the dismay of the enemy and to the joy of therevolutionaries, Srikakulam is alive, the armed struggle in
Srikakulam is alive." In these few words a leading comradehas summed up the experience of the new wave of struggle
in Srikakulam.
It is by carrying on an intense struggle
against revisionism, by releastng the initiative of the poor
Peasants, that the Andhra comrades have overcome their
temporary setback. In Srikakulam
district alone 20 class.
I enemies and police agents have been annihilated during the
fast few months. In the first action of its kind in Andhra
I a POOr peasants' squad of Telangana
has snatched a ritle
from
the
enemy,
Actions
have
taken
place in Krishna
/ illstrIct
' a Iso,
The Andhra comrade writes:
"After the old leaders
became martyrs
or were captured,
the Poor peasant
guerrillas of Parvatipuramagency
in Srikakulam district
came forward, took up the leadership and annihilated
'15 class enemies and police agents. Firmly holding on to the
Party's political line, the guerrillas are spreading out Over a
vast area," In the plains of Tekkali and Sompet taluks of
Srikakulam district guerrilla squads of Poor peasallts anniJ hila ted three class enemies' and two police agents. In
Krishna district also a iotedar was severely injured, his
• documents were burnt and his property was confiscated.
In Nalgonda in Telangana a small squad of Poor peasants
I annihilated
a class enemy, Above all, at Garla, on ~he
borders of Vlarangal and Khammam districts in Telangana,
F-IO
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~ REVIEW

Punjab Comrades Sum' up Their
:Experience of Armed Peasant Struggle
To. review the over-all situation of the peasant armed
struggle led py the Party in Punjab, the State Committee of
:the C,P,I.(M-L) met a few days, ago, The Committee
thoroughly discussed a wide range of questions arising out
of the historic advance of the peasant armed struggle since
.the historic Party Congress, Reports of all the District
Committees and the reports of .all the leading bodies in the
guerrilla zones were thoroughly discussed and on the basis
of our own we arrived at' the conclusion that our victories
have been great although some errors were -also committed,
The situation arising out of the naked aggression against
Pakistan by the Indian expansionists backed and supported
by imperialism a"nd, especially, Soviet sociahmperialism was
also discussed. On the basis of these discussions we arrived
at the following conclusions.
OUR ACHIEV.Ij;MENTS
After the historic Party Congress, especially after
thorough discussions_on the problems of the armed struggle
in Puniab, in particular_with
the leader of the Indian.
revolution, Comrade Charu Matumdar, in the beginning of .; /'
1971, the Punjab State Committee of the C.P.!. (M-L)
fighting ag<tinst revisionism took the peasant armed struggle
to a higher phase by applying Marxism- Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought and the most valuable instructions of Our
~loved leader, Comrade Charu Majumdar, to our concrete
.;.;
conditions.
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:guerrilla .units have started
:guerriIIa units have also started

.

arming themselves. Our
moving with loaded arms to
-rOUse the peasant masses at appropriate tim,es. The
guerriIIa units concentrate to attack the, enemy and disperse
'to rouse the masses by propagating revolutionary politics
and the Thought of Mao Tsetung ~mong them.
The establishment of the reVOlutionary peasant authority
by setting up Revolutionary Committees of the poor and
/ landless peasants is also going on. These Revolutionary
Committees have been formed in many villages in the
deVeloping guerri1Ia ZOIles, Thus, this victorious march of
,the peasant armed struggle has struck deep terror among
'the hated police officers, class enemies and the wicked gentry
in the countryside, On the other hand, poor and landle~s
peasants have started r~IIying round these Revolutionary
~Committees in great numbers, These Committees provide
valuable information to the guerrillas about the activities
of the enemy, Our guerri1Ias enjoy the full support and
sympathy and warm love of the peasant masses. The
-peasant messes, especially the poor and landless peasants,
.have started thinking of the Party as their own Party and
:the Party line-the
line of Comrade Charu Majumdar_as
the only way for their emancipation.
.
Guided by the Thought of Mao Tsetung and led by
,the Party, the Revolutionary Committees of the Poor and
landless peasants have sta;ted winning over the middl~
peasants and isolating the diehards and the wicked gentry
who oppose the Party Jine. Rich peasants, small usurers .•
and small police agents have started
approaching these
Revolutionary Committees, which establish appropriate
relations with them 0T} the principle of unity through ,
struggle. That is, they put strict demands on them, e.g.~
(J) stoppage of opposition to the peasant armed struggle~
(2) payment of lejv.es,and (3) reduction of rent. Neither
:the unity in itself 'hor the struggle can serve the Purpose
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of forming a broad united front of 211 the revolutionary
forces that can be united against the common enemy.
"If unity is sought through struggle it will live, ifunity is
sought by yielding it will perish."
ActIng on tbis principle
of Cbairman Mao Tsetung, th~ Revolutionary Committees
are setting a glorious tradition for the establishment of"
tbe: revolutionary peasant authority in the' countryside.
Tbe Party has won great victories on the ideological and
political front by taking Marxism- Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought and the instructions of Comrade Charu Maiumdar
as our guide against reVIsIOnism, Fighting uncompro·misingly against revisionism of various brands, tbe Party
ranks bave been united and tbe Party as a wbole has been
co,nsolidated as never before, During the short period of
our struggle'revisionism attacked the Party line-the line of
Comrade Cbaru Matumdar-again
and again and almbst on
all important issues and was defeated wbenever it raised its
bead. All of our party -members are thoroughly conVinced
of the truth of tbe most valuable words of our beloved
leader Comrade Cbaru Maiumdar, \ "Witbout
figbting'
against revisionism, witbout combating its concrete manifestations witbin us and witbout, the Indian revolution
cannot move forward." Thus, in tbe figbt between tbe
twO lines_tbe'line
of all revolutionaries on tbe one hand
and tbe line of counter-revolutionary
renegades' on the
other-th~
Party ranks bave been matured to a great

"it

extent.
OUR SHORTCOMINGS

During tbis period wben 'important victories bave been:
won, tbere were also some errors committed by us, wbich
caused great losses to tbe struggle. Tbe State Committee
is. tborougbly convinced that theSe errors were committed
d\1e to tbe influence of tbe petty-bourgeois tendencies still'
prevailing among us. On tbe otber handy tbe performance'
of those units whicb are dominated by the poor and landless150
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immediately demands from us, communists, that the edge
of the armed struggle should be sharpened more and more
so that miracles can be performed. Much gr~ter responsibility awaits us because the Indian expansionists, with the
active support and backing of Soviet social-imperialism and
other imperialist powers, have attacked Pakistan and
swallowed a big part of East Pakistan with the vicious'
aim ,of expanding their territory and creating a protectorate. The labouring people and, especially, the peasant
masses of Punjab, which is a border State, directly suffer
{rom the ravages caused by this shameless attack. Displacement of millions of peasants from the border area has
,caused tremendous loss and destruction to the people of
Punjab. Thousands of brave young sons of the peasantry
are being used as cannon-fodder in this unjust war waged
in the name of so-called "national self-defence", which is
"a bourgeois slogan", as Comradt: Charu Maj.umdar has put
it. He said, ."with this slogan. the bourgeois want to
suppress the 'lawful right of the workers, peasants and the
-toiling petty-bourgeois to live and they want to use the
whole strength of the nation for their own interest. Therefore, in no circumstances, that slogan will be ours. That
is why our slagan is 'natianal revalutianary war' and this
-war will have to. be canducted along th~ path af peaple's
war.
This war is an unjust war, hence we m~st appos'e
it with all aur might. Sa, we should unhesitatingly expose
the unjust character of this war. The aim af this war,
supparted and backed. by Soviet sacial-imperialism, is to
"'cantain" and attack Peaple's China. Same time ago.our
beloved leader Comrade Charu Ma,t:umdar said, "Chairman's
China may be attacked" ; to-day that passibility has very
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'" The whale af East Pakistan was accupied by the
:reactianary Indian troops and a puppet regime installed
;there within a shart time after this review was prepared.
_Ed. Liberation.
-
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Report From An Area In
Uttar Pradesh
. Aft,r Satya Nar~in Singh in Bihar and the Mahinder
Singh gwuP in U.P. turned out to he T'",gad"", there was
a .tempmary "t'hack in the struggle' in Uttar Pradesh.
But the com<ades of U.P. fought valiantly agai",t the
wrong lin' and they have g,in.d gooq support hom the"
poor and landless peasants.
There were various reasons because ot which· action~.
ted
had not taken place in D.P.
Th, spidt of sclf-,"crific' .was not d",p'roo
among thO'
petty hourg",is comrades and that was whY they weT'
looking for fiT"arms, etc, instead of rousing the landt'"
and poor p",ant> with the politics of "izure of political
n
power
by armed
force.
In some
of the
districts, especially in Kurao district,...
instead of "lying on poor and landl",s p"",nt>, the petty- "
bourgeois comrades were relying mostly on niiddle peasants.
When a guerrilla squad was formed with middle peasants
us
they d,mand<d fiwarms and mad, all sort> of hog
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requests.
Af'" studying the .hove fact> the petty'hourgeois
com<adesa" noW hecoming integrated with the poor and
u
landl"" peasant> and aT' carTying to th,ro Comrade Char
Mazumdar's lin' that annihilation of the mO't hatoo.
opp<"sor class,w,mies is the higher form of class struggle
and the heginning of gnmina war in the countrysid,. One"
i hated class enemy has h",n an~ihila"d in Banda of Eastern
U.P. and another "riously
iniured at Tirhar, which i "
attached to Allahahad district, hy poor and landless peasantsMore actions are .expected soon.
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However small its beginning "'ay be. a mass movement h.,
, been initia"d through the struggle for sebng crops of class
<nemies in SOme are.,.
After consulting the Peasants of a
Villageon thehasis of Chairman Mao's class anaI"is and in
the light of the objectives of the democratic revolution.
the comrades of a certain area concluded, (1) the entire
quantity of paddy of jutedars. who are dead or have fled,
should be seized; (2) a Portion of the paddy of jutedars. who
have surrendered, should be seized; (3) the paddy of midtlIe
Peasants must not be "touched"; and (4) revolutionary
Committees will im""'e a leVy on rich peasant' afte.
ascertaining the size of th£ir land-holdings. amount nf
harvest and th£ir . family Conditions. This is how the
Comrades
are'apPlying the principle, "Fro •••'he ••••"e •• '0.
the
lIIasses."
0

,

Under the impact of th£ struggle in the Villages. urhan
ma" movements, organized nn the basis of propaganda
Conducted secretly by Parry unit~ have, begun to develop.
In some cases. general strikes' pave been organized nn
POlitical issues in district and sub-diViSional tnwns Without

the help of any nPen mass organization. S"'tained and
secret wnrk by Party units in some ind"'trial .reas bas
begun to basr fruit and the wnrkers in Such ar.e., have been
roused. In north-east Galcutra the workers of factories
' in Sinthi struck work in protest against the inurder of
Comrade Shyamal Chaudhuri by the reactionary Police.
'An increasing number of Party un;ts is taking to the
working class, leader of the revolution. Comrade Charu
Mazumdar's words, "Only by ending the unbearable ex'
ploitation". to which the Poor and Iandl"" Peasants are
subjected, can the wnrking class establish in society its
dignity as "creator of wealth". An organizer writes, "The
Party will now have to taIre repeatedly the Politics of Seizure
nf POwer-Comrade Charu Mazumdar's Politics and the
teachings of the 'Three COnstantly Read Articles of Chair157 _

man Mao'-to the working class", Inspired by the politics
of revolutionary self-sacrifice, the more advanced workers
are going to the villages.
The struggle in West Bengal during the past few months
has developed in the face of the chauvinism nurtured by the
ruling class on the "Bangladesh" issue and the repression let
loose by it with the co-operation of the revisionists. On the'
,walls of several factories in the northern suburbs of Calcutta
and in other industrial areas of the State are seen posters,
denouncing the puppet Bangladesh' government backed by
the Soviet-Indian military alliance and calling upon workel's
and other toiling people to quicken the pace of revolutionary
,work to defeat the conspiracy to make East Bengal their
colony and a ba~ against revolution in the sub-continent
and against China. A few days ago four revolutionary
youths of Murshidabad gave a slap in the face of the reac,. tionary Soviet-Indian alliance by s~atchi:ng a stengun from
a member of the so-called liberatioI} ar;my of Banglad~h
'near the Khandua border outpost in Lalgola. The West
Bengal Police and the Border Security Force jointly comb~d
the entire area but failed to trace the you~hs or the
stengun. Again~ the repression let loose by the reactionarie;> ,
"':hasevoked the most determined resistance of revolqtionaries
armed with Mao Tsetung Thought., To prese~v~ this maneating syste~ in the interest, of. a few explo~ters, t4e
reactionaries have started killing revolutionaries everywhere,
on roads and in jails. Despite bickerings amongst themselves,
reactionaries and revisionists of all hues unitedly planned
/ the mass-murder of youths in the Baranagar-Cossipore area
north of Calcutta a few months ago. The revolutionaries
of Howrah promptly avenged the mass murder by executing
two leaders of the "resistance party", the fascist group
reared by the police. Comrade
Madan of Sukhchar,.
an
.
,
industrial area in 24- Par ganas, battled heroically against
the enemy with his rifle till he died, when several reac'
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_ required a lot of persuasion to stop a 65-year-old peas from joining the campaign. Two, guns and some quantityof gold were seized during the campaign. Jn Buraganj, a
young member of the Red Guard annihilated a policeman.
After
two enemy' agents were annihilated in Pathar
Harharia by a guerrilla squad raised by the local Revolu-tionary Committee, the people heard the revolutionaries
explain at a meeting how to defeat unitedly possible police'
repression on villagers. The recent martyrdom of Comrade
Ranjit Bhowmik of the People's Army, who' was surrounded
by tW? police parties in succession in Jorpakri, Hoterhat,filled the people with the' determination to avenge the
murder. Grasping firmly Comrade Charu Mazumdar's
teachings ana inspired by the spirit of self-sacrifice forfurthering the cause of revolution, Comrade Ranjit Bhowmik
showed wonderful courage and fighting spirit when a party'
of police marauders suddenly raided his shelter. He jumped
upon the armed bandit who was leading the party, snatched
his loaded rifle, shot four policemen and killed at least one'
of them. The other police bandits hastily retreated, but'
when our brave comrade was leaving that area, another'
party of police bandits came and murdered him. Within a
few days the revolutionaries attacked the Birsingh Jote-policecamp and killed a head constable of the State Armed.
police. The reactionary police have become so panicky'
after this attack that they have decided to fortify all the
police camps in the region with trenches and sentry boxes. ,
Both in rural and urban areas the revolutionaries of
Burdwan district have initiated movements that have great
significance. In villages, a beginning has been made inregard to linking revolutionary mass movement to armed>,
struggle. Again, the comrades are helping to create a
revolutionary atmosphere in regard to the complementary,
struggle in urban areas as a step towards the building up of.
the worker-peasant alliance. Several months ago a guerrilla.
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were being made that night for distributing the paddy seized
during the day, the news reached the ~il1agethat a number
of police parties had been sent to encircle it. All the
peasant comrades .eXCepta member of the revolutionary
committee could leave the place before the arrival of the
police. The committee member was. however. captured.
,
The peasant comrades are nOWcarryjng on propaganda work
outside the area combed by the police and planning to attack
the police and the ~'resistance" group raised by them.
\

'

In. certain areas of Burdwan· district the comrades have
for lon'g been integrating themselves with the workers. The
workers of Durgapur and other places in the disttict have
{,. already given proof of their revolutionary initiative. ~
early as July last year the workers of the Fertilizer Corporation of India at Durgapur took out a procession in protest
against the killing of revolutiona,ries in jails. Revisionist
trade union leaders were forcea to participate in the
/ process
, The recent general strike at Katwa. a sublOn
divisional town, was an unprecedented event in the district.
The strike, observed' in prot~st against the' ~urder of
revolutionaries in Ward No.9 of Alipore Central Jail, wa5
organized ~n the basis of propaganda carried on s~cretly by
Party units and without the help of any open mass or~ani:zati.on, With a view to making the toiling people of the town.
participants in the revolutionary struggle. the comrades of
Katw.a town secretly organized the strike mainly with the
./ belp of such workers as had already given some proof of
their initiative. In different localities small squads of young
comrades suddenly raised slogans in favour of the strike call
and then disappeared ~mong the masses. The resporuleto
the strike call was remarkable among rickshaw'pullers and.
ather toiling people. people were heard to say: "The police
are killing those who fight for the poor, We must'resist
this." Sensing that public' opinion was in favour of the
i-U'ike, the' police had opened fire in some localities and
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All these armed act'ions have advanced the armed struggle
in Punjab to a higher stage.
'With the attack on the armed forces of the enemy and
the snatching of guns the building up ot the People's Liberation Army has begun also in Punjab. To qrm tqe/guerrilla
squa~ ,tpe snatching of rifles, guns and pistols liasstarted.
Wh.at has happened at Dadhahur today will happen throughout the Punjab tomo'rrow, No power on earth will be able
to check this historic advance, Today, the peasants' armed
struggl~ has struck deep roots in Punjab and no power on
earth can uproot it, Aswini Kumar, a running dog of the
reactionary Indira Goveri1ment, has shouldered the respon'""
sibility of finishing off the "Naxalites" in Punjab, The
forma.tion of an "anti- Naxal" brigade has been decided
upon and the Cent~al Reserve Police (C,R.P,) has been
sent for,
In, order to crush the new upsurge in
the guerrilla
zone of Bhatinda-Sangrur
districts, six
more
battalions' of the
Punjab
state police' have
been employed, all the police stations of Punjab, have
been providad with wir~tess sets and the district headquarters have been connected with the control room at
thandigarh with teleprinters, And fascist measures have
been taken to close the borders between Punjab and nei~hbouring states with a view to checking the spread of armed
struggle there, But ~all these shall' fail to supp,ress the
agrarian revolution led by the c.P,I. (M-L\
, . ~odav we, comrades of Punjab, imbued with the spirit,
of revolutionary self-sacrifice, are marching forward, strictly
obeying out" beloved leader Comrade Charu Mazumdar's
instructions,' 'Comrade Charu Mazumdar has said;"Comrades,
tod!l'y,the peasants' revolutionary struggle is acquiring the
charact-er' of a liberation war, So attack must be launched
on the armed forces of the enemy, To wage attacks now
agaihst 'class enemies only amounts to a certain form of
economism. If we fail to wage attacks against the armed
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".mti-Naxalite" s~uads with, goondas equipped with guns
sl1pplied by the Gov~rnment is failing. Village panchayets
and other people are refusing t )have guns from the government. They boldly assert that they have 'nothing to fear
from the "Naxalites" beca-use there is no enmity between
them and the "Naxalites" ..
In this guerrilla zone the political power of _the
ruling classes IS crumbling,
The peasantry, especially
the poor and landless' peasants, are realizing that the
revolutionary
armed
strug~le IS the only way of
their lib~ration,
They can analyse and find out who
nre their enemies and who are their friends. That is
why they are, rallying round the red banner of the
C.P.UM- U. The guerrilla units of the People's Liberation
Army are smashing the age-old monopoly of political
oppression and economic exploitation by the exploiting'
classes o~er the peasantry and are, thus 'def~nding the
prestige and dignity of the peasants, In order to safeguard
their, own dignity, the po(')rand landless peasants are· relying
more and more on the People's Liberation Army-their own
army, They
have realized that the institutions
like
panchayets,
thana (police stations) and courts are only the
insruments of exploitation in the hands of the ruling classes
and h,we boycotted them. Our comrades in this region
declare proudly: "From noW on we will not allow the class
enemies, the police ,agents and the evil gentry to outrage
the honour of our peasant mothers, daughters and sisters.
,

'

The evildoers shall be wiped out~"
With, the spread of the revolutionary armed struggle
in the, countryside of Punjab, the students' and the toiling
masses are joining the struggle for political power. The
,revolutionary students of Muktiswar are fighting a heroic
battle to safeguard their dignity. The whole student
community of Punjab joined their struggle. The university
, students at Patiala launched a strike-battle when a fellow

J
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The pea"nts' armed "raggle in thi, area ha, had to face
many "t-backs,
On the are hanj, the mercenary POlice
force of the enemy have mardere; nine of oar heroic leading'
'COmrad""among whom "'ere Da". Singh'and Tar"'am Ba•• ,
By making martyr, of tbem the reactionary Indira-Akalia
n
Government
ha, tried its best to deprive oar agrarian revo- .
Iatio of it, leade"hip, On the other hand, the revi'ioni"
traito" who were hiding within the Party, made every
eHort frOm
n within to pat Oat the flam.., of armed revolution,
R"olatio
'acreeds only hy combating revi'ioni'm, So the
y
Party in thi, are~ Won victo,i.., for the revolationary line
h waging cea"Ie" "raggle again" rev",oo;,,"- Unde,
the leade"hip of the reorganized Party COmmitt""" the
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On September 9, three pea"'nt gUetrillas attacked a hig
)a!!irdar Harp,,1 and ,eVerely WOUndedhim, Thi, gnonda
iagirdar di'-""'''''d
pea"nts of 100 ace", of land, He wa,
the chairman of the '''Market COmmittee" and Sarpanch,
After the attack he fled to the town, The guerriIla,
of thi, area attacked a notoriou, licence-holder and Police
'\!lent and SOatd'ed hi, revolver, A guernIla 'quad of,the
People', Liberation Army attacked the hated enemy Krip"l',
hou" with bomb" The -nts
of this area have highly
pIai"d tbi, action of the guerriHa 'quad, Red terror ha,
beeu created among the poUce agent, KIipal had helPed

the police to kill three of OUr COmrades.

According to the lat"'t repon" the Pany units in the
IU,"l area, of Bhatinda-Sangrur are making Iapid advance,
Pea"'nt YoutIrsare jOining the gueniIl, 'quads, The Indira
GoveInment ha, been confiscating the hoUSes of Party
funclionari",
and i, ,hnoting them to dedth, This bratal
n
repr"',io
on OUr Party functionari", has arou'ed deep
Iegard and boandl"" love among the pea"'nts for the",.
]69
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,

111e'peopfe treat die confiscated houses 'of our comrades as
their own. Peasant women are looking. after OUF guerrillas
like their own children. For the first time in their lives'
our peasant~ have realized what revolution.is ana how it is
e
carried forward. This is the result of armed st.ruggl That is why OUT peasants are' devoting all their strength'
to advance revolution. ,'The armed struggle of the peasants,
in our area has convinced us. of the cor'rectness of. the
teachings of Comrade Charu Mazumdar: <'There need be
no doubt whether so rilanytasks can be performed at the
same time; for, the poor and landless peasants. and the
broad masses can carry out'all these 'tasks-'with their many-'
iided genius:" ,The revolutionary peasant masses are protecting our comrades, they are' k~eping ail eye on the:
movement of the enemy and providing information about
the activities ot the enemy and their agents correctly and.
unmistakably.
Many villages in this region aJ;e free' from clasS
enemies. andpollce
agent~. The political power of the
.exploiting classes has crumbled down, The people of the
Barnala region look upon this area as a "Naxalite" , base
area. The enemy also is forced to admit this. ,The classenemies who have so long, plundered the people' are fleeing
trom this area... Small la~dlords have giv.enup their anti'7
peasant activities and are therefore being requested: not to
leave the villages by our 'peasant' masses;
People' are convening, thei~ own meetings.! and are
'deciding on the stepS to be' taken to defend the villages
against police oppression, They are consolidating their unity
'in order not to a.'l1owthe 'police to enter the villages. The
people have'decidecf not .-to sel1 even. a pie~~ of bread or tea.
to the police. A lar'ge poli~~)forc.e went to MahmadPU1"
village to confiscate the houses of the comrades who have
gone undetgrourtd, The police were surrounded by the
people, The D,S,P. ~caped in his jeep. The people of the
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,great rale in the lang and arduous struggle led by the
Party under Chairman Maa's guidance in seizing palitical"
pawer by armed farce and founding the' Peaple's Republic
Qf China, in accamplishing the sacialist revolutian and
in cantinuing
the
pral~tariat, the revolutian under the dictiltarship of
Taking lessans from the defeat of the First Revolu~
tianary Civil War af 1924-27 because af the capitulatianist
line of Chen Tu-hsiu, Chairman. Mao. organized the fi'rst
cantingent af the Warkers'
and Peasants'Red Army,.
faunded the first rural revalutianary
base area in the
Chingkang Mauntains and li~hted the spark af "an armed
independent regime af workers and peasants", One af the
great stalwarts who rallied raund Chairman Mao. in that
great mament af Chinese histary was Camr.ade Chen Yi, who
became Secretary af the Army Cammittee while Chairman
~aa Was Secretary af t~e Border Area Special Committee,
Sinc~ then, he remained a close camrade-in-arms of
Chairman Mao. and led the, Chi.(lese Peaple's Liberatian
Army in heraic battles' against the imperialists and the
Chiang reactianaries. Gr,eat was his fame as a military Com';'ander and great was his service to the caUSeof bnililing the
Peaple's Republic af China into. an impregnable bastian af
socialism_the
centre of world revalution and 'the hope of
mankind. Tagether with the Chinese people and the revalutianary people of the warld, we mourn his J9SS. /
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C mrade Chen Y'I'd' Farelgn
d an January.'
' d carrect
a
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who. Ie
gl naus an
Republic af Chmabers af the gre~t, d t~raugh and played a
the vete ran mem f China. He lIve
' t Party ,a
CammUnIS

develaped rapidly between the months of April and Octaber,
1971, Hundreds of most hated class enemieS and their
were annihilated, their. properti", ,eired and <futributed among the people, Large areas in several districts,
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The Marxist- Leninists
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exposed the anti-China
campaign waged by all imperialists,
social-imperialists
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plot'

and'
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and reactionaries.
warned the people'
correctly

pointed'

plot was the main aspect
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influence
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~he Madhumati
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the Indian
border\
The area' in which
tbe peasantry
. performed
the 'above great aeeds was about 50 miles in
1"en~th and 50 . miles in breadth .with' some enemy 'pockets
within it. The armed struggle
led by rhe' Party
created
a masS upsur~e
throughout
this
area.
Revolutionary
CommitteeS
'an1 People's Courts sprang up almost sponta'
neously iri many villages,
Five police stations
and several
Razakar camps were attacked,
many reactionary
armymen,
policemen and Razakars' were killed and arms were seized.
Fire-arms
were also seized by attacking the "Mukti Bahini"
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supplies
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to

the "Bahini"

by the India:n

?xpansionists.
.Both . the Pakistani
government·
and the
~Mukti Bahini",
organized,
trained,
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the imperialists,
the 'social-imperialists
and the. Indian
expansionists,
carried
on numerous "campaigns of encircle-
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(Continued from page 128)
"'uggle,
It is im"""i~le ~ncl;
arm~ struggle without
securing a minimum number of modern wea,ons" We
mUst give preference to temin along with weapons.. It is
-not POSsibleto wage guerrilla struggle in the plains. We
mUst select a convenient "rrarn' of mountains .aud fo "
res
and system. tically work to launch, guerrilla actions in.tbe",
afeas, Asthe guerrilla "'uggle advaO£es and as,Wegain
initiative,
then alone We ca~ eate~d,
OUr struggle li", to
"
,
the plains and then to towns, Until We reach that stage
We cannot ligbt in the plains or in the towns, for such
lighting' ~an ~rovoke the enemy.' Self-defence iS,important,
II we can save the revolution fto
the attacks of the
enemy, the future is definitely, ours", m
"

,

,

<

,

'

J

"

' ,No douht, this, understanding is another, variant of I er /
wrong understandi~g advoc",ed by the~gi Reddy dique in
'
Andhra for the last three Years, Th", unde,sta
tUns
ndmg
quite Contrsry to the policies advocated by ou,r
Centtal
e
Committee from tb vety beginning, . Fto", ,the begioniog
WeOPPosedthis Wtong underotaqding and hr9ke a~ay frem
- the Nagi Reddy clique, which is" revisionist clique parading
its revi,ion;st counte,-revolutiqnary
idea, under' the guise
of Chairman'Mao's Tho.ugbt,
,REVOLUTIONARY

LINE

" ,

Let Us consider the understandiog of OUr patty in reg"d
struggle, It can he summed up
---.....,briefly a,

to OUrlilecation
follows:

"We are ",vmg in a glorious era-the era of thetOta1
colla»;e of imperialism and i" lackeyS and t!,e wOdd-wide
linal victory of socialism. Tlti, decade is a decad, Of~"/
liberation, Vict",y is not fer off: The revolution"y situati~el/ent
throughout the COUutry. The Indian revo,
Iutiooades must h prepered to make daring ""iiices to
play the" key-role in the '-orId revolution Lhat i, ad"'nc"'r
p. J2
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I,

all s.uch counter-revolutionary
trash .from our understanding, Revisionism under the guise QfChairman
Meto's thought
.
,
is I more dangerous
because
it can create considerable confusian among the re~oluti0IJ.ary raryks.
Hence o~r conference
has corre~tly
d~nned this type. of reVISlOnIS!n as the last
reserve of imperialism',

. We can
reVIsIonIsm.

go ahead

only

by . defeating
,

\

this

new-type

. 'Revisi'o'nisi under~tanding is the only ,~ause
of our seth~c.l.s

'

.

.., ,
Let us consider
in de'tail "~ert~in ca uses" advanced by
r?c'):TIeof Ollr comrades for our, se.tbacks in the strugg~E1. The
•

I".'

essence~t

"'

.••••:

.

their argUment?
(as already
bec~~se
left.Eventurism"

1.:.::.: suffered

0\

.

Some comrades

/ ,"",en,,"1.

say

that

'.

"our

.

•

explained)

is tha~
l

understanding
-.
,

is correct

But we sutre,ed ·"tbacks. !;eca",e of the left) .

alventurist
C')riimittee:

directives

. imposed
on us by
Charu
Mazumdar,

or::' Comrade.

Cdmmittee

._

firmly

It is necessary

1llaintains"

to' understlnd

the Central
The State

that

this view

is not correct .

that

remnants

of revisionism

!,ave been r~mPl~t; in.our. hnde,standi'n, . and practice rig't
struggle
to the
~from the begInnIng' of the Snkakulam
present day.
To be more clear, iIi'the· past as well as in

f. Pr"~nt,

\ Mazumdar
something

,it--,,t~
tha

thel

not, the undecstahding of Com;ade . Ch~u
t! .

was
was'

implemented.
contrary
'to

Asa
matter
of fact
his understanding
was

implemented.
.In the name' of Comrade Charu Mazumdar's
l~nderstanding
'Something different or alien to it was imple1U2nted in the .p3st as well as in the present.
Unless We
l.Jn-;lcrstand this na.~e:I truth
clearly,
we cannot. nnd out
the real caus:s for our failures
and there is the danger of
landing
on economism,
confinement
of armed struggle
Iorests and thereby
damaging the e:ause of revolution_aU

to
in

the mme of "leading the struggle
across smooth waters'with
no more losses in future".
This self-complacent
attitude
cannot help us to understani
the depths.of revisioni'sm.
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" " This.js ont
revo1u~ion
,y, one, aspect
f
the Sri~ak:~les we have to ~o tI:eSrrkakulam
.
fire-arms t'r am st!'uggle
WhnsIder
also th
st-ruggle,' - As
om th
-,'
y did
e oeh
Gusly atte
e' enemy'
:'
Our sq ds ~r aspect of
_',
mpt to b 'I ' In ,tIme?
- ua
fail

41To understand

r~

it " ne"""ary
t~l
le
ul m
unde"ta
tbe ,;gnincance of the Srikak •
,trugg ,
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nt
The flam'" of tbe Naxalbad p"""a
arm~d"truggle
led
ulam
am
by Comrade Cbaru Mazumdar ,et ablaze Sdkak
, Led
by the Commu
paity (Marii,t.t:eninffitl tbe Srikakul
nffit
,/ p"""ant,trUggl
reacbed a neW "age of guerrilla warfare,
e
higber than tbe Naxalbari ,truggle, and b", become an
example and ,ource of i",pi"tion
to tbf otber,r par,'" of tbe
fI \,ountfY.
The flames of the Srikakulam guer .illa struggle
J
,pread to all par'" of Andbra and many otber ,par'" of
tbe country. Guerrilla ,truggle reached a neW "age in
Bibar and BengaL Our Bengal comrad" have, ta,en tbe
"ru'ggl~ w. the next ,tage of laying tbe foumla;ion for
" tbe bmldmg of tbe Red army, Tbe n"t Penpl" ArmY
'" in tbe bi,to" of Indian revolucioniS"lightmg~ll
agai~'t reaetionary Indian troOP' and police in W",t Bengale, '
<.

{

tbe ~bo"e argu';'e~t;

•

J

organ!,e ,mali,

\

.

'

'

!
I

Al

on the Indian Revolution.
The achie
'" 01 nur ,truggle for the p"t tbree rea"
vemen
are not ordinarY, It i, no exaggeration to "y that our
"rugg h" written a new' chapter in tbe bffiwry of the
le
Indian revolution.
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For the p",t tb," yea", by catrying on armed'trugg
in vadpar'" 01 the country, we' -delivered powerful
re
blow, at ag •
revi,ioni,m, We created an atm",pbe
of
oId
e
armed ,trogg
throughout the country, Everyone in tbffi
le
country ffi disem;,in& our armed ,trUggle, Everyone ffi
deciding what ,hould be hi, attitude towards revolution,
In a big way Mao Tretung Tbought b", reached the exploite~
mta
people and petty bourgeoi' intellectual, with low inco
,
At, \ea>;tin ",me ,tat'" we have created guerrilla are"', At
.J llea,t in one "ate we have laid the foundation 01 tbe Red
, Thm; we have advanced fartber on tbe road to the
Army
le
am
protracted armed peasant revoluticn.
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that
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, ' C USlOn
the wron tactically a~
vo utionary con b'lize people on

and liberating cities later, still Wehave fantastic ideas no
many issues, Our thinking is· 0P~osed to Chairman Mao~s
Thought in matters of revolutionary practice and in Cz;eatively applying the principles of prqtracted S(ruggle to the
concrete conditions of Our country, E"en though We iind
stray incidents of adventurism here and there, the remnants
,.. ( of revi,ioni,m bave teen P"dominant in Our P,"ctk fo,
the past three Years.' This revisionist understandinge has
become an obstacle to the progress' of the Srikakulam
struggle.
,
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Though We demarcated ou.rselves organizationally from
the Nagi Reddy clique, We failed to eXPOseits politics
'dearly becau" of ";"nan"
of revi,uoni,m' whhin U', We
have SUfficiently "p"'cd tbem in matte" Such "' their
refusal to lead the SrikalPulam struggle and tbeir refusal
at least to sUPPort the, s~ruggle, B4t We ,failed to hate
economism, the basis of their politIcs, 'Ne did n~
'
"tively explain ,to' our Pa;'; member, that cronomism .i,
counter-revolutionary,
Rather, wben dUr struggle was in
full ,v.dng, we i"ued a chcu!at named "Ex,er».ourStruggle.
.,/
to New Area". whkh i, anoth" varia"on of economli
Under <be m-';'k of a ca'lI fm "'med revolutiona." 'truggl~m
/ Though thi, circular did uot Come to lime-light because of
the staunch resistance of iighting comrades, the same understanding dOIfinated the lEadership ~hroughout, Because
of the continuation of this wrong understanding, We faced
"'tbecks and on facing "'bd,s,
a call ".~' i"en'in the ame
of
e Snkakulam
DIstnct
CommIttee once a ain :
j "Mobilize people on economic issues 1" ,
'

I

t

.£........

-

-

I

". Tb". i, gene"l a""'men, in "'Het of what Chairman
Mao said: "WITPOt]T
A PEOPLE'S ARMY
THE

"

PEOPLE HAVE KOTHING".
But at iirst We had no
clear understanding on the question of how ,to cuild the
Rl!d Army anq liberated arc<s in the pre:>ent Indian conditions. Rather, we had many, utopian id,a:;:, Though We
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demarcated ours.lV's from Nag; Rwdy, Wcstill had faitb
"' spontaneity. We had no clear understanding of the
eause of development of the moVment and failed to have
,initiative at evety critical turn of th~ movement. We
aoffer hom the wrong understanding that hills and foreSts
wet w
enough for building liberated areas. We also sulCered
home tbe utopian [fotion thar a liberated zone would be
creat
at a point from wbere revolurionary activiry
W
"""nded. That is tbe reason wbY_and no other r"son
can be attributed-we
have "nt many comradeS from the
plains to Srikakulam. It is one thing to scnd com,"c,"
from other ateas to Srikakulam only aher asseSsingthe
num
of comrad£s requirw and the qualities necessary
her to meet the revolutionary demands of Srikakulam,
for them

'.

'the heart of the revolutionary struggle of our state and it is
another thing to send all and sundry who eXpresstheir mere
enthusiasm to patticipare in the struggle. We concentratw
use
available comrades in one area heca
the leadershiP
ted
I,uff.ted from the utopian idea that a lihera
area could
bili

\ ,;u

,flbe created in the near futute. Hence we foiled to mo '"
\ and org
revolutionaries effectively throughout the
anite
\/atare to lay the founda,ion for building many liberated are"
by <teoting red terrnr thtnughout the stare and by cteating
adverse conditions fnr laudlords to continue to live in tli<
villageS,by paving the way for building the Red Army and
••izing political power. Let '" conside, the struggle we
waged in the plain areas. Even aher taking the decision
''''launch struggle in the plain areas, we did not, in practlce,u
attach importance to the instructions of Comrade Char
Mar
. As a matter of fact, we continuw to follow
umdar contrary, to, his instructions, vJ e mobilized a
something

I

big num

in each actions. \In many ;;ctions in pl;;n
ter
'area-;-tbe" numter of ",u;;d m~5
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muggle iu tbe plain "e,," , Some utbers argue that ",quad
actiu", without the particip,;;on of the ~
are adve~:,
e
~,
~,it i, not e"y noW to "y that it i, impo"ihl

r

1I

'to fight in the plain, while the Re army is being forme<!
W e" Ben~al before our very ey"" ,orne
comn:des -raise some other 0 ]ections regar mg our struggle
iri the plains. They say that it is impossible to carryon
struggle without modern weapons and that "we can carry
on struggle in the plain areas only by' depending on the.
forests nearby" and that "it leads to losses if
fight in the
plain, without clooe link, with tbe for",t areas. This is a
new variation of the old theory' that it is nClt possible to

I \ m the plains of

'¥

we

>

fightin th~ plain areas.
As we were 'not clear ~bout the aims of our struggle in
the plain "e", we followed wrong method of ,trugg1e.
did not rely completely ~n the basic classes. 'These are
le
the cau,", of our failure to extend our "rugg
to the plain

I

We

areas' and of the loss of leadership at all levels,
Let us consider the question of the role of different
classes in our revolution. ' This is a question of strategy,
Chairm;n Mao teach", u,. "WHO ARE OUR ENEMIES 1
WHO ARE OUR FRIENPS 1 THIS IS A QUESTION OF
THE FIRST IMPORTANCE FOR THE REVOLUTION";
Ours is the New Democratic' Revolution. Agrarian Revolntion i, the -,xis of New Democ," tiS Revolution. Under
the leadersbip of the working cl"" and b"ingJ"df on the
firm unity of the working cl,,' and the pea,~ntry the united
front is formed of the working class, the, peasants, the petty
te
bourgeoi,ie andtbe national bourgeoi,ie. Thi, uni <}- fron' r
seize' voliti,,1 power by figbting again,t tbe comprado
bourge?i'ie and the feudal cla". Though there is general
ag~ument " regard' ,he role of tbe ricb pea"n'" Ca,ectjon
'of tbero will come over to u, and mo,t others will remain
neutral while a tiny ,",ction maY ioin the enemy camp) "
the struggle advances, a discussion is going on in the Party
\
J
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tarian hegemony was negated in practice even though it

,...,f

was upheld in words. It so happened also ~ our country.
Revisionism weakens proletaria~ dictatorship where
we are in power and negates Proletarian hegemony where
we are still in the struggle.
In the past thirty years- of revisionist practice we' led
many peas'l.n~struggle;In
many villages the Communist
Party became a "considerable force" and a "majority Party\'.
We gave pet names to those villages as "red villages". But
as class struggle intensified, the hollowness of 'these "red
'villages" and "Il1ajority parties" was exposed. They collapsed
like houses of cards. Why? Those "red villages" were not
born of class struggle. They were the products of the policy
of class-colla.boq,tion. The united front under the leadership of 'the working class with basic classes as chief allies
and with the aim of accomplishing agrarian revolution is
not the basis of those "red villages". \hey are the "red
villages" under~ the leadership of landlords on the basis of
class collaboration with the aim of preserving feudal
exploitation--all i~ the name of the Communist Party.

;?J 6

This is the result of ~rn
revisionism. From top to
-:1"'''' bottom, at 'all levels, landlords became the leaders of the
or Communist Party. It is not accidental. It is the result

• f-i-L

l-~~

\

of modern revisionism.
Then, what is our position after discarding revisionism?
We are not cured of this disease. Even today our Party
is dominated by the petty bourgeoisie. Our cadres are
predomina.ntly petty bourgeois. Even today the villages
../ of poor and landless peasants are not the' centres of our
activity, Leadership is not from the basic cl?-sses. 'In the
villages 'Pe still take shelters in the petty ,bourgeois and rich
peasant houses and enquire whether any poor peasant is
prepared "to co-operate" with us. Still we do not have such
strong and living contacts with the basic classes that we
can take shelter in th~ huts of poor peasants and enquire
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Si:ikakulam, let them come. Those who want to leave
Si:ikakulam, let them leave. -The movement loses nothing.
as:a result of this coming in and going out". This thinking
.haws spontaneity in organizational matters
It shows our
fu1ure to recognize the necessity of plannin~ al,1d foresight.
f.s. a result, we trailed behind the events. In practice, we
.. suffered from this sort of spontaneity.
/'

./

In the course of. struggle, there arose contradictiolls
othex
.
botween the leeal co,,;rad" . a~d eomrad" from
areas. There aro", eontr~dletlOn5hetween the Party
leadershiP and the leadersbiP of·the agency area, whIch IS
, die. heart of our movement. It resulted in the worst. type
of fc,ctionalism 'that did great harm to the Party. We also
faced many organizational problems in the course of the
rnDVem . But the leadership relied on spontcneity.
ent
i~.did not try to mould the situation. We minimized the
aubiective fa<;:tor-the role of the Party-and suHcred tram
the- un-Marxist understanding that if.objective conditions
were favourable, these ~ere enough for ,the re\olution to
succeed. 'The same' understanding could be noticed in the
~. formation and functionin~ of the State Committee. The
State Committee did not become the real Committee with
grip on the total movement. Sufficient atternpt was not
made to make it a real Committee. .No doubt, it takes
some time for a Committee to develop into a real Committee. Here the problem is not the problem of time, it is
the. pr~blem of correct understanding, In practice the State
CommIttee became a general 1<.odyand the Srikakulam
.; District Committee became the real State Committee. For
~ ex:omPle, the members of the State Committee did not
know of the contradictions within th,e leadership of S~ikakulam, even though the newS of these differences were
) appearing in the bourgeois papers in a big way. The causes
for this sad state of affairs in Party organisation cannot
be simply attributed to one or tv;o irdividuais. This will
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Even though the leadership stood in the forefront in
fiJhting firmly a~ainst revisionisJ1, we have not been free
from the dirt of revisionism prevalent in our thinking for
the last many years. We are not free from the influence
of the traditions create:! by revisionism in matters of
organization and methods of struggle. We have to wage
.1 determined inner-Party
struggle against these revisionist
remnants and revisionist methods of work. Then alone we
can advance the cause of revolution and successfully fulfil
the historic tasks. In our inner- Party struggle against
revisionism, we' must not forget one important thing. It is
a big mistake to think that a few individuals are responsible
for this revisionist understanding that hindered our struggle.
If we cannot understand the reality that this revisionist
understanding is prevalent from top to bottom, at different
levels and in different degrees, we cannot understand the
necessity of the entire Party waging a determined innerparty struggle to purge revisionism. Moreover, it is an
illusion to think that .. revisionism can be uprooted frum the
Party by taking action against a few individuals. The
State Committee opposes all such thinking. It maintains
~t revisionism is a trend inherent in the whole Party
fd not with a few individuals in Andhra. The following
extract from the '~Resolution on certain questions in the,
'History of our Party", adoptd by the Enlarged Seventh~1
Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee of the'great
Communist Party ?f China, will be helpful in understanding
this problem and in 'conducting the inner-party struggle
correctly: "The Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session points
out that the struggle$which the Party waged in the course
of its history against Chen-Tu-hsiuism and Li-Li-sanism were
absolutely necessary. The defect in these struggles was
that they were not undertaken consciously as serious steps
for correcting the petty-bourgeois ideology which existed
on a :-.eriollsscale in the Party; consequently they neither

clarifid the ide)lo$i: ..d essence!: ani roots of the errors
thoroughly nor properly i'ndicated the methods of correcting
them, arid so it W.iSe.lsy for these errors to recur. More~errUndue
stress was placed on personal responsibility in
the belief that 'once an ~rring comrade was attacked, the
problem was solvel". The Enlarged Seventh Plenary
Session pointed out,: "The policy Comrade Mao Tsetung
has adopted for tho: present rectifica,tion movement throughout the Party and for the study of Party history, namely,
'(earn from past mistakes to avoid future ones and cure
the sickne8s to save the patient', j and achieve 'clarity in
i,Jeology and unity among comrades', is a moc!~l,at th~
correct attitude for Marxist- Leninists in overcoming errors
WIthin the Party".
Comrades! We have notic~d how for the past three
years, revisionism, in different
rete manifestations, has
~rUecome an. obstacle to the developme,nt of ~u.r .revolu- ~
tionary struggle. Unless we fight agaInst reVISIOnISm,we
cannot go ahead.
There are five points which we should not forget in the -::::course of our revolutionary practice. We must completely
and solely rely upon poor and landless peasants. VI e must
form"'-guerrilla sluads with poor and landless peasants. W e
must give democratic rights to those squads as regaJ~ all
aspects of the battle of annihilation. In plain areas
shoulJ form small squads and carry out ..actions in t
conspiratorial way as instructed by our respected leade
I----E;omradeCltaru'Mazumdar.
We must carry onward th~
battle of annihilation throughout the State as far as possible',
creating such red terror that will make it impossible.for
the landlords to live in the villages peacefully. Pay serrous
attention to these points, defeat revisionism and march
\ onward!
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